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Tlie recent, and seemingly continuing, burst of cold and damp weather may be good news for those
people interested in fungi, but it doesn’t hold many attractions for outdoor activity otherwise. It

is pleasing, therefore, that the Editors have a warm place in which to shelter, and work on prepar-
ing copy for The Victorian Naturalist. It is all the more pleasing that there is a range of interesting

papers for them to include in the journal. As with any periodical, there is always a potential for an
ebb arid flow’ in the submission of material suitable for publication. We are perhaps fortunate in

that to date we have not had to curtail the production of the FNCV journal through lack ofsubmis-
sions. In part, this may be a function of the diversity ofour interests in natural history but, even so,

after more than 130 years of publication, it is no small boast.

The present issue is a good example of the variety of subject matter that finds a place in this jour-

nal: mammals, invertebrates, plants and fungi are all included here. Following our comments in

the April 2013 issue, regarding older members ofFNCV, we note with regret the passing ofDr Noel
Schleiger, yet another long-serving and highly active member. Publication of tributes to members
such as Noel is one of the less enjoyable features of our task.
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Rare plant recovery in Mallee woodlands

David Cheal 1,2

, Claire Moxham 1

, Sally Kenny 1 and Jessica Millet-Riley 1

1 Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research, Department of Environment and Primary Industries

123 Brown Street, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084
2 corresponding author; School of Science, Information, Technology & Engineering,

University of Ballarat, PO Box 663, Ballarat, Victoria 3353

Abstract
Recent botanical surveys in semi-arid woodlands in the Victorian Mallee have provided further records of
28 plant species considered rare or threatened. The threat status of 10 species is recommended for review, as
they appear to be more common than in their current listing. Botanical collections in 2012 include the first
Victorian specimen record for the Desert New Holland Daisy Vittadinia eremaea. The records of these rare
or threatened plants come after two decades of browsing and grazing control, which enabled the woodland
flora to take advantage of the breaking of the drought in 2010. From 2010 to 2012 rainfall extended into the
normally dry summers, providing two consecutive and unusually benign summers with good recruitment
opportunities. Low grazing and browsing pressure is a necessary precursor for regeneration of many of these
species and the semi-arid woodland they constitute. (7he Victorian Naturalist 130 (3) 2013, 96-108)

recovery, rare plants, semi-arid, grazing, regenerationKeywords: Woodland

Introduction

Semi-arid non-eucalypt woodlands (hereafter

semi-arid woodlands) are an important compo-
nent of the Victorian Mallee region. Semi-arid

woodlands are characteristically dominated by
trees other than eucalypts, notably Belah Casua-
rina pauper

, Buloke Allocasuarina luehmannii
,

Slender Pine Callitris gracilis and Sugarwood
Myoporum platycarpum (plant nomenclature
follows Walsh and Stajsic 2007). Lower strata

may be dominated by various grasses, forbs

and cryptogams (notably lichens and mosses),

or a variety of characteristic shrubs (e.g. Aca-
cia spp., Senna spp.) (White et al. 2003). These
woodlands once covered extensive tracts of the

Mallee region, but today are restricted largely

to the National Parks and Flora and Fauna Re-

serves (Connor 1966; Sluiter et al 1997; White
et al. 2003; Callister 2004).

Management history

Semi-arid woodlands have been cleared ex-

tensively for agriculture, timber harvesting

(especially Slender Pine) and grazing. They
have been further impacted by high popula-
tions of browsing and grazing animals, notably

rabbits and kangaroos (Cohn and Bradstock

2000; Morcom 2000; Sandell et al 2002; Sand-

ell 2006). In 1977 and again in 1987, the Land
Conservation Council recognised the severe

and extensive depletion of these woodlands

and the severe degradation of the remaining

woodlands, and recommended their further

reservation into what are now the Mallee Na-
tional Parks and Reserves (Land Conservation

Council 1977; 1987).

The composition of the remaining wood-
lands is substantially dependent on the local

(site-specific) management history. Most rem-
nant stands have been changed greatly follow-

ing a century or more of fires (to which these

woodlands are particularly susceptible), timber

harvesting (especially Slender Pine), brows-
ing and grazing by domestic, native and feral

mammals, weed invasion and other novel in-

trusions into ecological processes (Gowans and
Westbrooke 2002; Callister 2004; Gowans et

al 2005; Cheal 2009a, b; Gowans et al 2010)

such as wind-blown sand (Cheal et al 2012).

This wind-blown sand (a result of overgrazing

and clearing) has been a problem since Euro-
pean settlement and continues today. It has the

ability to ‘bury’ large areas of semi-arid wood-
land and mallee shrublands. Areas in Hattah-

Kulkyne and Wyperfeld National Parks have
been replanted in the past in order to stabilise

the shifting sands.

Soil disturbance has also been reduced
through the removal of stock grazing, a key
management focus in the parks soon after res-
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ervation. Additional browsing species currently

include rabbits, hares, kangaroos and goats, and

their numbers fluctuate as a result of control

measures and climatic conditions (i.e. numbers

decrease in drought periods and increase in wet

periods when abundant feed is available).

Recovery and Restoration

Previous studies within these Mallee Parks and

Reserves found that grazing-sensitive ground

layer plants can recover quite rapidly with re-

duced grazing pressure (Sandell 2002; Cheal

2009a; Gowans et al 2010), but recovery of

woody perennial species such as shrubs and

trees is more variable. Gowans et al. (2010)

found a > 80% increase in mean species rich-

ness of the shrub layer in Pine-Buloke wood-

lands in Wyperfeld National Park, following

stock removal and early control of browsers,

notably rabbits, hares, goats and kangaroos.

Regeneration and/or recruitment events in the

Mallee are sporadic (Batty and Parsons 1992;

Sinclair 2005; Sandell 2006). Pre-conditions for

both germination and establishment are largely

unknown; however, it is thought that unusu-

ally heavy or prolonged rainfall is important to

facilitate establishment and continued survival

(Sinclair 2005; Sandell 2006). Successful regen-

eration of Belah has been observed where water

accumulates in low-lying areas following heavy

rainfall (Westbrooke 1998). Sugarwood regen-

eration also occurred following the establish-

ment of the rabbit calicivirus in 1996 (Sandell

2002; Sandell et al 2002; Cheal 2009b).

Semi-arid vegetation is necessarily slow-

growing. Low mean annual rainfall reduces

growth rates and variable and unpredictable

rainfall patterns make plant establishment a

rare and unreliable event for many plant spe-

cies, including the dominant trees and shrubs.

Consequently, ecological impacts have very

long-lasting consequences. For example, many
of the surviving Buloke trees most likely pre-

date the arrival of rabbits in the 1860s (Castle

1989; Raymond 1990; Sluiter et al 1997; Wil-

liams et al 2004a, b). Recognisable (but degrad-

ed) Buloke Woodlands still exist, even though

there has been scant regeneration for a century

and a half. The corollary of this tolerance to ad-

verse ecological management is that recovery

is also slow and extended. Immediate reversal

of a degrading process (such as high grazing

pressure) does not produce rapid recovery of

woodland that is original or in good condition.

It may take many decades, and an accumula-

tion of rare stochastic circumstances (such as

cooler summers with extended rainfall) before

degraded communities approach undisturbed

condition states.

Climate

Droughts in north-western Victoria may be

both seasonal and over much longer periods.

Seasonal drought is a characteristic feature of

the regional environment, with marked water

deficits from December to April-May (White

et al 2003). A longer-term pattern of drought

may be superimposed on this annual pattern,

such as the recent rainfall deficit of the decade

that finished in 2010-2011 (Fig. 1, Austral-

ian Bureau of Meteorology 2012). Seasonal

drought is part of the regional landscape and

rarely has long-term repercussions on the cur-

rent flora and vegetation (White et al 2003).

Longer-term drought can have dramatic ad-

verse impacts on the survival and regeneration

of long-lived species. Decadal drought has been

suggested as a reason for the recent widespread

deaths of Slender Pines in the western Murray-

Sunset National Park (Cheal et al 2007). Of

course, drought is largely unmanageable (i.e.

there is scant management response that amel-

iorates drought) with the possible exception

that, to a certain extent, herbivore control and

the associated reduction in browsing and graz-

ing pressure mimic a good season in its impacts

on the local vegetation and flora (Cheal et al

2007).

Recently, in 2010 to 2012, two unseason-

ably mild and damp summers have occurred

(Fig. 1; Australian Bureau of Meteorology

2012). Moister summers are very rare (maybe

once every 20 to 30 years), but may be essential

for the regeneration of many of the local plant

species. The above-average rainfall in 201
1
pro-

vided a unique opportunity to determine dif-

fering rates of regeneration across the semi-arid

woodlands of the Mallee.

In the past, heavy grazing by rabbits, hares, goats,

stock and kangaroos prevented plants from taking

advantage of these occasional climatic conditions

favourable to regeneration. However, concerted
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Month

2010 ez—3 2011 ebm2012 - - - -long-term average

Fig. 1. Rainfall (mm) 2010 to 2012 and long-term average (Mildura station, Australian Bureau of Meteorology
2012 ).

efforts to control these mammalian grazers and

browsers (Sandell et al. 2002; Sandell 2002; Cheal

2009a; Gowans et al 2010) have culminated re-

cently in an extended period of reduced impact,

putatively providing the essential pre-conditions

for regeneration of many species which had be-

come rare after decades (more than a century) of

adverse management.

Methods
As part of a project assessing the quality of rem-

nant semi-arid woodlands in north-western

Victoria, field surveys were conducted in Janu-

ary and February 2012. Surveys were restricted

to the Wyperfeld, Hattah-Kulkyne and Murray-

Sunset National Parks and Yarrara Flora and

Fauna Reserve (Figs. 2 and 3) and were restrict-

ed to sites that supported semi-arid woodland

or that were believed to have formerly support-

ed semi-arid woodland. Data collected during

the survey were largely habitat structural as-

pects (e.g. tree density, cover of various vegeta-

tion strata), with very few floristic data, mostly

tree and larger shrub species. The methods used

during the survey, the number of sites visited

and other background to the regional survey

are available in Kenny et al (2012). The species

discussed below were incidental records, noted

and collected when assessing sites for the target

project. The project report is available from the

Mallee CMA and Parks Victoria.

During these surveys 28 species listed on

the Department of Environment and Primary

Industries’ (DEPI’s) Advisory List of Rare and

Threatened Species (DSE 2005) were found.

Fig. 2. The location of the major reserves in north-

western Victoria, and the focus areas of semi-arid

woodland sampling for the survey.
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Fig. 3. Less disturbed semi-arid woodland, in Yarrara Flora and Fauna Reserve.

These species are individually and briefly dis-

cussed below.

Results

Most threatened species are found in low

abundance and often their distributions and

abundances have been impacted negatively by

extensive clearing, browsing and grazing in the

region. As a result, they are represented spar-

ingly in survey data sets. The current survey re-

turned more than 115 records of rare or threat-

ened species—a surprisingly high number
(Table 1), particularly as rare or threatened

species were not targeted. Easting/northing

was determined by GPS unit, datum GDA 94,

zone 54.

Abutilon otocarpum Desert Lantern

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Five new localities, two with

100+ plants; all within former range.

Representative Locality: 501668 / 6213467

Specimens: Lodged with the AR1 Herbarium.

Implications: None; current status is support-

ed. The plant is not widespread. It occurred in

two localised populations of no more than 100

plants each, on otherwise unremarkable sites

on low rolling dunes in former woodland. The

plant is probably subject to heavy browsing in

‘normal
5

seasons and reasonably considered

threatened in Victoria. It is not considered

threatened elsewhere in Australia. The seeds

are capable of long-term storage in a soil seed

bank. Previous germination experiments under

‘fresh
5

and seed heated trials resulted in no ger-

mination (Ooi et al. 2009).

Acacia colletioides Wait-a-while

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Three new localities, with few

plants at each; all within former range.

Representative Locality: 561450 / 6177402

Implications: None; current status is support-

ed. In Victoria, Wait-a-while is restricted to

the northern Mallee, where it is uncommon
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Table 1. Rare or threatened species recorded in the semi-arid woodlands of north-western Victoria in 2012.
Incidental’ refers to those species recorded outside recent quadrat-based surveys. * indicates species which are
also listed under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.

Scientific name English name DEPI list

Conservation status

Number of

records

Abutilon otocarpum Desert Lantern Vulnerable 1

5
Acacia colletioides Wait-a-while Rare2

3
Amyema linophylla Buloke Mistletoe vulnerable Incidental
Atriplex acutibractea Pointed Saltbush rare *

Incidental
Convolvulus clementii Desert Bindweed vulnerable Incidental
Eremophila oppositifolia Twin-leaf Emu-bush rare 6
Eremophila scoparia Scotia Bush rare 1

Eriochlamys behrii3 Woolly Mantle rare 1

Jasminum didymum Desert Jasmine vulnerable 4
Maireana georgei Slit-wing Bluebush vulnerable 2
Maireana sedifolia Pearl Bluebush rare 1

Maireana triptera Three-wing Bluebush rare 12
Marsdenia australis Doubah vulnerable 2
Phyllanthus lacunellus Sandhill Spurge rare 2
Ptilotus sessilifolius Crimson Tails poorly known4

1

Radyerafarragei Bush Hibiscus vulnerable 2
Rhagodia ulicina Spiny Goosefoot rare 24
Rhyncharrhena linearis Purple Pentatrope vulnerable 1

Sarcozona praecox Sarcozona rare 11
Sclerolaena patenticuspis Spear-fruit Copperburr vulnerable 2
Sida fibulifera Pin Sida vulnerable Incidental
Sida intricata Twiggy Sida vulnerable >5
Sida spodochroma Limestone Sida vulnerable *

Incidental
Tecticornia triandra5 Desert Glasswort rare 1

Tragus australianus Small Burrgrass vulnerable >20
Triraphis mollis Purple Needlegrass rare 6
Velleia arguta Grassland Velleia rare 3
Vittadinia eremaea Desert New Holland Daisy New record Incidental

1 Vulnerable defined as ‘not presently endangered but likely to become so soon due to continued depletion;
or occurring mainly on sites likely to experience changes in land-use which could threaten the survival of the
species in the wild; or species whose total populations are so low that recovery from local disturbance could
be unlikely’.
2 Rare defined as ‘rare in Victoria but not considered otherwise threatened. This category does not necessarily
imply that the species is substantially threatened, but merely that there are relatively few known stands’
3Note: whilst this species is listed in the Victorian Census (2007) as rare, it is widespread and relatively com-
mon in north-western Victoria.
4 Poorly Known defined as ‘suspected, but not definitely known, to belong to categories rare, vulnerable or
endangered’.

formerly known as Pachycornia triandra.

but concentrated in non-mallee sites (i.e. non-

eucalypt sites, which are only exceptionally

burnt). In spite of its spiny nature, it appears

to be relatively palatable. For many years the

more common Spine Bush Acacia nyssophylla

was confused with Wait-a-while. All records

of Wait-a-while before the mid-1980s are sus-

pect and should be checked; it is suspected that

many may be re-determined as A. nyssophylla.

Amyema linophylla Buloke Mistletoe (front

cover)

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Fewer than five new records, all

within former range.

Representative Locality: 534811 / 6194098

Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is not widespread and is largely an

obligate parasite on Buloke Allocasuarina lue-
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hmannii and Belah Casuarina pauper in Vic-

toria, although it is occasionally recorded on

other hosts (Marriott 2012). Both Buloke and

Belah are greatly reduced in abundance and

heavily browsed (as is Buloke Mistletoe itself)

wherever the foliage is accessible to kangaroos

or domestic stock.

Atriplex acutibractea subsp. acutibractea

Pointed Saltbush

DEPI list: vulnerable and listed under the Flora

and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.

New Records: One new locality, with approxi-

mately five plants, a major outlier from its

(former) known range in Victoria (Nowingi to

Mildura).

Representative Locality: 508817 / 6203488

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbari-

um and the National Herbarium of Victoria

(MEL).

Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is not widespread. This is the first (and

only) one of the recent Victorian records from

a park or similarly protected reserve. In Vic-

toria the species is associated with Oil Mallee

Eucalyptus oleosa, Narrow-leaf Mallee E. lepto-

phylla, White Mallee E. gracilis and Grey Mallee

E. socialis, usually on slightly saline soils.

Convolvulus clementii Desert Bindweed

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Two new records, all within the

former range.

Representative Locality: 511810 / 6184943

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbari-

um and the National Herbarium of Victoria

(MEL).

Implications: Review current status. This spe-

cies may be less threatened than the current

designation ‘vulnerable implies. This spe-

cies is only recently recognised for Victoria

(Johnson 2001) and is under-collected and

previously overlooked. Its habitat seems to be

tightly restricted to heavy soil flats in the far

north-west of the state and it is uncommon to

locally common. Its distribution in Victoria is

poorly known, as it has only recently been dis-

tinguished from C. erubescens. In NSW, it is

described as mostly found on flat areas, such

as dune swales and claypans subject to seasonal

inundation, in areas of open grassy woodland.

Eremophila oppositifolia Twin-leaf Emu-

bush

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Six new records, all within the

known range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 556392 / 6177413

Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is not widespread, but may be locally

common (particularly in high quality semi-arid

woodlands).

Eremophila scoparia Silvery Emu-bush

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: One new locality, some distance

from former records, which are concentrated in

the far north-east of the Sunset Country, imme-

diately west of Mildura.

Representative Locality: 586686 / 6171660

Implications: None; current status is support-

ed. Silvery Emu-bush is not widespread. This

record is a notable range extension and, unlike

most other Victorian occurrences, in a secure

reserve.

Eriochlamys behrii Woolly Mantle

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: One new locality, within the

former range.

Representative Locality: 556398 / 6128871

Implications: Review current status. Recent

taxonomic revision (Walsh 2007) has segre-

gated the more southern populations as a new

species, Eriochlamys squamata. Nevertheless, E.

behrii remains common in suitable habitat (the

upper margins of saline boinkas and seasonal

lakes).

Jasminum didymum subsp. lineare Desert

Jasmine

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Four new records, within former

range.

Representative Locality: 539840 / 6191161

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium

Implications: None; current status is supported.

In Victoria, Desert Jasmine is largely (but not

wholly) restricted to high quality semi-arid

woodland stands, which are also rare in occur-

rence.
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Maireana georgei Slit-wing Bluebush
DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Two new localities, each with

probably <10 plants, all within the known range

in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 499061 / 6195895
Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is widespread and yet nowhere com-
mon. It appears to be restricted to heavier, more
fertile sites, supporting either grassland or open
woodland (the focus of former licensed graz-

ing). It is one of the most palatable Maireana
species (Cunningham et al. 1981) and popula-

tions may increase over time (assuming con-

tinuing grazing/browsing control).

Maireana sedifolia Pearl Bluebush (Fig. 4)

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: One new locality, within its

known range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 512182/6190133
Implications: None; current status is supported.

In Victoria, Pearl Bluebush is largely restricted

to heavier soils that are relatively fertile (and

were thus preferentially alienated and cleared)

in the north-west. It may be locally dominant,
in small patches. This long-lived perennial is

moderately valuable as forage, particularly in

dry times (Cunningham et al 1981), but only

rarely germinates and establishes from seed

(Noble 1977; Crisp 1978; Tupper and Muller

1985). Populations may slowly increase over

(extended) time, assuming continuing grazing

/

browsing control.

Maireana triptera Three-wing Bluebush
DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Twelve new records, within

known range.

Representative Locality: 508817 / 6203488

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.

Implications: None; current status is supported.

This small shrub may be locally common (i.e. it

usually occurs as small stands of relatively high

density but small total area, < 1 ha). Stands are

few enough that a Viclist status of ‘rare is rea-

sonable. Moles et al. (2003) found seed viability

almost halved after a year buried in the soil; a

curious observation, in contrast with recorded

recurrences in sites after a good rainy season,

despite previous lack of records.

Fig. 4. Pearl Bluebush Maireana sedifolia
, January

2006, western Murray-Sunset National Park.

Marsdenia australis Doubah
DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Two new records, all within

former range.

Representative Locality: 539428 / 6191659

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.

Implications: None; current status is supported.

In Victoria, Doubah is largely (but not wholly)

restricted to high quality semi-arid woodland
stands, most of which have been cleared for

agriculture. Doubah is also vulnerable to being

browsed. Doubah is scattered but widespread

throughout Central Australia and subject to

increasing attention as a bush food, for which
purpose it is already being commercially culti-

vated (Olive 2011).

Phyllanthus lacunellus Sandhill Spurge

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Two new records, approximately

25 plants in each locality, in expected habitat

(sandy rises within woodland) for Sandhill

Spurge.

Representative Locality: 508263 / 6213718

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.

Implications: None; current status is supported.

Germination trials from samples collected in

Western Australia found germination only in

Autumn conditions (Graham et al. 2004). No
individuals were found at the sites from where
seeds were collected, suggesting a long-term

soil seed store. Only three individuals germi-

nated (Graham et al. 2004).
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Ptilotus sessilifolius Crimson Tails

DEP1 list: poorly known.

New Records: One new locality, within known
range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 630231 / 6160159

Implications: Little; current status is supported.

Crimson Tails is not well known in Victoria,

although reported as common elsewhere (Cun-

ningham et al. 1981). It is likely to have been

overlooked previously and may have suffered

from former browsing.

Radyerafarragei Desert Rose Mallow
DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Two new records and approxi-

mately five plants.

Representative Locality: 512085 / 6184575

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbari-

um and the National Herbarium of Victoria

(MEL).

Implications: None; current status is support-

ed. Desert Rose Mallow is rarely recorded, and
usually only after extended summer rains (as

occurred in 2011-2012; Browne 1986).

Rhagodia ulicina Spiny Goosefoot

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Twenty-four new localities, all

within its known range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 573762 / 6165291

Implications: Review current status. Spiny

Goosefoot is not widespread, but may be lo-

cally common. It was formerly confused with

forms of Chenopodium desertorum or Rhago-

dia spinescens , and thus there are relatively few

records (and all of these are relatively recent).

Rhyncharrhena linearis Purple Pentatrope

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: One new record, approximately

five plants (difficult to count ‘plants’ as this

species suckers freely) in standard habitat (dis-

turbed Belah Woodland).

Representative Locality: 506760 / 6177745

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.

Implications: None; current status is supported.

Purple Pentatrope is palatable and vulnerable

to being browsed.

Sarcozona praecox Sarcozona

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Eleven localities added, all with-

in the known range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 539428 / 6191659

Implications: Review current status. Sarcozona

is widely scattered throughout the northern

Mallee, but is rarely locally abundant. This spe-

cies is often confused with Carpobrotus and

Disphyma species, so it may be more common
than the 300+ records imply.

Sclerolaena patenticuspis Spear-fruit Cop-
perburr (Fig. 5)

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: Two new locality records, within

known range.

Representative Locality: 512058 / 6193869

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbari-

um and the National Herbarium of Victoria

(MEL).

Implications: Review current status. Spear-fruit

Copperburr is not widespread. It occurs in a

few localised populations, but with substantial

numbers of individuals. The plants are probably

subject to heavy browsing in more typical sea-

sons and Spear- fruit Copperburr was formerly

considered threatened. As with other (mildly)

palatable Sclerolaena species, it is likely to have

benefited from a couple of benign summer
seasons (2010-11 and 2011-12) and a dramatic

reduction in browsing pressure.

Sidafibulifera Pin Sida

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: More than five records, all within

former range.

Representative Locality: 515157 / 6209843

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbari-

um and the National Herbarium of Victoria

(MEL).

Implications: Review current status. Pin Sida is

not widespread in the state, but is widespread in

the Millewa region (especially now that brows-

ing pressure has been reduced). In this study it

occurred in many (former) woodland quadrats

and with substantial numbers of individuals.

The plant is probably subject to heavy browsing
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Fig. 5. Spear- fruit Copperburr Sclerolaena patenticuspis
,
January 2012, north-western Murray-Sunset National

Park. Photo Kate Bennetts.

in more typical seasons and was formerly con-
sidered threatened. As with other palatable Sida

species, it is likely to have benefited from the

recent benign summer seasons (2010-11 and
2011-12) and a dramatic reduction in brows-
ing pressure. The seed, although oflow viability

(13% viable), maintained viability after a year
in soil (10%, Moles et al 2003). Pin Sida likely

maintains a long-term viable seed store.

Sida intricata Twiggy Sida

DEPI list: vulnerable.

New Records: More than five new records, all

within former range.

Representative Locality: 514855 / 6191538
Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.
Implications: Review current status. As with
Pin Sida, Twiggy Sida is not widespread in the

state, but is widespread in the Millewa region.

In this study, it occurred in many (former)

woodland quadrats and with substantial num-

bers of individuals. The plant is probably sub-

ject to heavy browsing in more typical seasons
and was formerly considered threatened. As
with other palatable Sida species, it is likely to

have benefited from the recent benign summer
seasons (20 10-11 and 2011-12) and a dramatic
reduction in browsing pressure.

Sida spodochroma Limestone Sida

DEPI list: vulnerable and listed under the Flora

and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (there is a cur-

rent Action Statement, DSE 2003).

New Records: More than five records, all within

former range.

Representative Locality: 509880 / 6215823
Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.
Implications: Review current status and revise

the Action Statement. Limestone Sida is not
widespread in the state nor in the region, and
is far less common than the above-listed Sida

species. According to the Action Statement
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(DSE 2003), only eight small populations had

been found on limestone soils in the Red Cliffs-

Cardross area, within 10.5 km of each other.

In the Millewa area, Limestone Sida is largely

restricted to areas where limestone approaches,

or outcrops at, the surface. Limestone Sida oc-

curred in a few (former) woodland quadrats

and was occasionally locally common. The

plant is probably subject to heavy browsing in

more typical seasons and was formerly consid-

ered threatened.

Tecticornia triandra Desert Glasswort

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: One new locality, somewhat re-

moved from its (former) known range in Vic-

toria (old river terraces west of Mildura and

Rocket Lake).

Representative Locality: 575887 / 6166604

Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is not widespread and has not been

overlooked as it cannot reasonably be confused

with any other species from the region.

Tragus australianus Small Burr-grass

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: More than 20 new records, each

with anything between 1 and 50 plants, all

within former range.

Representative Locality: 506760 / 6177745

Specimens: Lodged with the ARI Herbarium.

Implications: Review current status, as its

abundance in the current study suggests that

this species should no longer be considered

rare or otherwise threatened. This year (2012)

it was widespread in the north-western Millewa

area and in most of the 137 sites surveyed. The

local population in January 2012 was estimated

at >50000 plants. Low germination rates and

similar rates at temperatures from 12°C to 28°C

suggest the possibility of year-round estab-

lishment. One study revealed a high speed of

germination with 50% of the seeds germinat-

ing on the first day (Jurado et al 1992), sug-

gestive of a disturbance responsive life form.

Small Burr-grass is widespread throughout the

arid and semi-arid areas of mainland Australia.

In Victoria, Small Burr-grass is seasonal in oc-

currence and its abundance in 2012 is prob-

ably attributable to extended summer rainfall,

combined with effective control over rabbit and

kangaroo populations. In less benign seasons it

is likely to retreat to a soil seed store.

Triraphis mollis Needle Grass

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Six new localities, each with

many individuals, all within the former known

range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 626751 / 6164520

Implications: None; current status is supported.

The plant is not recorded in most seasons (San-

dell 2003) and is (locally) common only after

extended summer rains, as occurred in 2011

and 2012. It tolerates, or even benefits from,

moderate soil disturbance (Cunningham et al

1981).

Velleia arguta Grassland Velleia

DEPI list: rare.

New Records: Three new localities, all within

the known range in Victoria.

Representative Locality: 512085 / 6209220

Implications: None; current status is supported.

In Victoria, Grassland Velleia is largely restrict-

ed to little-disturbed grasslands in the north.

Vittadinia eremaea Desert New Holland Daisy

DEPI list: none; ‘rare status is recommended.

New Records: One new locality, with an un-

known number of plants (suspected to be well

over 50). Along with another record in the same

season, from Ian Sluiter of Ogyris Consulting,

this is the first specimen record for Victoria at

the National Herbarium of Victoria (MEL).

Specimens: Lodged with the National Herbari-

um of Victoria (MEL).

Implications: Assessment and inclusion recom-

mended. Desert New Holland Daisy is wide-

spread and locally common throughout arid

Australia, but this years records are the first

specimen records for Victoria at MEL. Desert

New Holland Daisy is relatively unattractive as

forage (Read 1999) and appears to have only a

short-term soil seed store (Moles et al. 2003).

As a result, it is likely that these recent records

in Victoria are as much in response to two rela-

tively benign summers (2010-11 and 2011-12)

as to reduced browsing pressures. Nevertheless,

it is among the more distinctive of the Vittadin-

ia species and unlikely to have been consist-

ently overlooked in the past.
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Discussion

There is always some inference and extrapola-

tion in attributing causes to changes observed
in the landscape. Data may help clarify and par-

tially justify suggested causal connections but
rarely provide absolute proof (i.e. with no un-
certainty). Nevertheless, reasonable causal con-

nections can still be determined as is the case

with these new records of 28 rare and threat-

ened species that inhabit semi-arid woodlands
in the Victorian Mallee.

Formal protection of the large reserves in

north-western Victoria was a consequence of

the Land Conservation Council studies in the

1970s and 1980s (Land Conservation Council
1974, 1977, 1987). Domestic stock were not

immediately removed from these reserves, but

were gradually removed over the following 15

years or so. At the same time, control of intro-

duced herbivores (notably rabbits) was intro-

duced as a concerted planned campaign (Sand-

ell 2006). Control measures were also extended
to other herbivores, including kangaroos, as

it became apparent that there could be scant

woodland regeneration under continuing high

grazing/browsing pressures (Sandell et al 2002;

Callister 2004; Parsons 2006; Cheal 2009a, b;

Gowans et al. 2010). Currently, grazer/browser

populations throughout much of the Mallee
parks and reserves are maintained at signifi-

cantly lower levels than at any time since park
declaration.

Most of the rare and threatened plants dis-

cussed here are variously palatable to mamma-
lian browsers/grazers (Cunningham et al 1981;

Sandell et al. 2002; Sinclair 2005). ‘Palatability’

is not an absolute characteristic. The likelihood

of a plant being harvested by a herbivore de-

pends on the amount of alternative forage (and
thus indirectly on seasonal conditions). Never-

theless, in times of shortage, unpalatable plants

may be edible (Beetham et al 1987; Sandell

2003). Shortage of forage may be due to ad-

verse seasonal conditions (such as droughts) or

abundant competitors for the available forage,

or some combination of these.

At least seven of the 28 rare or threatened spe-

cies identified from the current study (Table 1)

are probably most reasonably interpreted sim-

ply as further records of long-lived perennial

species from within their known ranges (i.e.

Acacia colletioides, Amyema linophylla
, Eremo-

phila scoparia
, Jasminum didymum

, Maireana
sedifolia , Sarcozona praecox and Tecticornia

triandra). Others may be misinterpretations of
known distributional data (i.e. Eriochlamys he-

hrii, Ptilotus sessilifolius and Rhagodia ulicina).

However, most (all?) of the remainder can rea-

sonably be interpreted as recovery (higher pop-
ulations or wider distributions) following two
benign seasons and extensive control of graz-

ers/browsers. For some of these, population
increases and extensive re-establishment are a

dramatic change from former restricted ranges

with few individuals (e.g. Atriplex acutibractea
,

the three Sida species, Tragus australianus and
Triraphis mollis). Recovery of these rare plants

in previous benign seasons was not recorded
in previous studies (Parsons and Browne 1982;

Cheal et al 1992; Parsons 2006), but is clearly

indicated for most of the species in the current

study.

It appears that (partial) recovery of the suite

of rare plants discussed in the current study can
be attributable to two principal factors:

• two benign summers, with rainfall extending

into the summers, and
• over two decades of herbivore control, cul-

minating in historically low populations

of rabbits and other herbivores throughout
much of the study area.

Each of these factors, on its own, is insufficient

to enable recovery of rare plants. But when be-

nign summers coincide with effective herbivore

control, dramatic recovery in rare herbs and
sub-shrubs can be expected, and has been ob-

served in early 2012. Management in semi-arid

communities necessitates a long-term perspec-

tive and a sensitivity to adverse contexts before

the resultant degradation becomes overwhelm-
ing and essentially irreversible.
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One Hundred Years Ago

A PLEA FOR THE MURRAY PINE.—Some years ago, when visiting the Riverina district in
the vicinity of Moulamein, in company with Mr. A. J. Campbell, I was grieved to see the rapid
disappearance of the Murray Pine, Callitris robusta, var. verrucosa, before the axe of the settler.

This tree yields perhaps the most useful of Australian timbers in the interior, being white ant
proof, but, unfortunately, is generally of small size, rarely exceeding 15 to 18 inches in diam-
eter at the base, and as the trunk tapers rapidly, it consequently takes a large number of trees
to furnish sufficient timber for a moderate-sized building. At a saw-mill which we visited the
waste was very great. Seldom did a log produce many boards six inches wide from fourteen to
sixteen feet long. These were sold at from 12s. 6d. to 14s. 6d. per hundred feet running. Mr.
Williamson, in his paper on the botany of Mildura, speaks of this pine furnishing the stakes
required in the vineyards, and, as the smaller trees are used for fencing posts, the demand must
soon exceed the supply. Another use to which this pine was put some three or four years after
our visit was to furnish food for the settlers’ sheep during a severe drought. For this purpose
the friends with whom we stayed used no less than 1,700 trees, the sheep being particularly
fond of the foliage. These trees, it may be mentioned, were all cut by the two girls of the family,
their brother being ill in bed at the time. Notwithstanding the demand for this timber, we hear
of no steps being taken to replant to meet the demand for future supplies. I have written these
notes in no spirit of fault-finding, for I fully recognize the many and various uses to which the
timber can be put, but to me it is lamentable that for so many years no effort has been made
to provide for the future. Here is an opportunity for the Forest League to do practical work in
calling attention to the immediate necessity for placing the Murray Pine timber trade under
some sort of control. It seems strange that all remedies for good have to be forced physic-like
on those most interested. Our own Club also, composed as it is of lovers of nature, should assist
in bringing into prominence the rapid disappearance of this pine on the Victorian side of the
Murray, and the urgent necessity for some steps being taken to prevent its ultimate extinction.
Those who have seen a pine ridge will not readily forget the peculiar charm of the sight. We
had the opportunity of visiting an untouched one in springtime, when the grass was beautifully
green, the trees, dotted about as in a park, yielded delightful shadow effects in the afternoon
sun, and, the base of the ridge being fringed with Bursaria and other bushes, the whole made a
perfect picture of loveliness.—JOS. GABRIEL.

From The Victorian Naturalist XXX, pp. 110-111, October 9, 1913
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Extending the application of Aboriginal names to Australian biota:

Dasyurus (Marsupialia: Dasyuridae) species

Ian Abbott

1 Caddy Avenue, West Leederville, Western Australia 6007 and Science Division, Department of Environment

and Conservation, Locked Bag 104, Bentley Delivery Centre, Western Australia 6983

Abstract
The four Australian species of Dasyurus currently possess linguistically or geographically inappropriate ver-

nacular names (Western Quoll D. geoffroii ;
Northern Quoll D. hallucatus ;

Spotted-tailed Quoll D. maculatus

;

and Eastern Quoll D. viverrinus). The Western Quoll originally occurred extensively in eastern Australia, the

Eastern Quoll originally occurred only in south-eastern Australia (including Tasmania), and the Aboriginal

name quoll’ strictly refers to D. hallucatus in north Queensland. A search of anthropological, zoological, and

newspaper sources has revealed >400 names (including duplications) used by Aborigines, with most being

readily assignable to a particular species. It is recommended that an Aboriginal name for each species be se-

lected and used consistently by zoologists and conservation agencies, namely Chuditch (D. geoffroii); Digul (D.

hallucatus); Bindjulang (D. maculatus); and Luaner (D. viverrinus).The rationale for selecting these names is

explained. (The Victorian Naturalist 130 (3) 2013, 109-126)

Keywords: indigenous knowledge, zoological vernacular nomenclature, quoll

Introduction

The three smaller and the largest of the four

Dasyurus species occurring in Australia were

for many years known by the public and zoolo-

gists as native cats and Tiger Cat, respectively;

see Table 1 (Ramson 1988). This comparison is

both inappropriate and inaccurate, as cats (Eu-

theria: Felidae) are unrelated to quolls (Mar-

supialia: Dasyuridae). Fleay (1963) advocated

for an Aboriginal word ‘quoll’ to replace these

terms. However, it was not until the 1980s that

quoll supplanted the comparison with cats

(Strahan 1980; Strahan 1983). Quoll, however,

is a corruption of ‘Je-Quoll’ recorded by Joseph

Banks in 1770 at Endeavour River in northern

Queensland (Beaglehole 1962), and can be re-

ferred unambiguously to D. hallucatus.

Quoll is currently used as a general vernacular

name but preceded by the adjectival qualifiers

‘western’, ‘northern’, ‘spotted-tailed’, and ‘eastern’

to distinguish the four species (Table 1). How-

ever, Chuditch is now widely used in Western

Australia for D. geoffroii. The diversity of in-

digenous names for Australian fauna is poorly

known or understood by most non-Aboriginal

Australians. It is therefore not unexpected that

some zoologists are oblivious or indifferent to

the existence of Aboriginal names for animal

species, and show passive resistance to their

modern use. This is evidenced by the limited

adoption of Aboriginal names for rodent spe-

cies, despite the presentation of a well-argued

case by Braithwaite et al. (1995).

This paper is a collation of information from

scientific, philological and anthropological

sources scattered across numerous books and

journal articles. This has not been performed

for curiosity’s sake but to argue that suitable

Aboriginal names could replace the vernacu-

lar names in current use. Although vernacular

names are not necessary for zoologists to use

in scientific papers, an essential dimension of

modern research is the communication of the

outcomes of scientific studies to the interested

public. Appropriate vernacular names facilitate

this important process.

Methods
Names for Australian Dasyurus species were

recorded as a byproduct of extensive reading

of historical sources for other purposes. These

sources include colonial books about Aus-

tralia (published before 1900), accounts of the

customs and ecology of Aboriginal people re-

corded by pioneer settlers and other interested

people, searches of state-based science journals

(published by Royal and other Societies and

museums in Tasmania, Victoria, New South

Wales, Queensland, South Australia, and West-
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Table 1 . Chronology of vernacular names used by scientists for Dasyurus species, 1837-

Reference viverrinus hallucatus geoffroii

Bennett 1837

Waterhouse nd

Mauges
opossum
Mauges Geoffroys

Waterhouse 1846
dasyurus

Viverrine North Australian

dasyurus

Geoffroys

Gould 1863
dasyurus dasyurus dasyurus

Variable North Australian Geoffroys

Krefft 1864
dasyurus dasyurus dasyurus

GeoffroysVariable

Krefft 1871

dasyurus or

native cat

Viverrine North Australian

dasyurus

Geoffroys dasyurus

Forbes-Leith and
Lucas 1885

dasyurus

Native cat

dasyure

Geoffroys dasyurus

Thomas 1888 Common dasyure North-Australian Black-tailed dasyure

Ogilby 1892 Common native

dasyure

North-Australian Black-tailed

Lydekker 1896
cat native cat native cat

Common dasyure North Australian Black-tailed dasyure

Lucas & Le Souef Common native

dasyure

North Australian Geoffroys native cat
1909 cat native cat
Wood Jones 1923 Native cat

/

Black-tailed/

Lord and Scott 1924
Le Souef and Burrell

common native

cat

Native cat

Viverrine native North Australian

Geoffroys native cat

Geoffroys native cat
1926 cat native cat

Iredale and Troughton Common native Little northern Black-tailed
1934 cat native cat native cat

Troughton 1941 Eastern native cat Little northern Western native cat

Marlow 1958 Eastern native cat

native cat

Western native cat
Calaby 1966

Ride 1970 Quoll/eastern Satanellus/little Chuditch/western

maculatus

Calaby and Keith

Strahan 1980

Walton 1988

Strahan 1983

Strahan 1995

Menkhorst 1995

Van Dyck and
Strahan 2008

1974

native-cat

Eastern quoll

Eastern quoll

Eastern quoll

Eastern quoll

Eastern quoll

Eastern quoll

northern native-cat

Northern native-cat

Northern quoll

Northern quoll

Northern quoll

Northern quoll

Northern quoll

native-cat

Western quoll

Western quoll

Western quoll

Western quoll

Western quoll

Western quoll

Spotted-tailed

dasyurus

Spotted-tailed

dasyurus

Spotted-tailed

dasyurus

Spotted-tailed

dasyurus

Spotted-tailed

dasyurus

Tiger cat

Spotted-tailed

dasyure

Spotted-tailed

native cat

Spotted-tailed

dasyure

Spotted-tailed

native cat

Tiger cat

/

spotted-tailed

native cat

Tiger cat

Spotted-tailed

tiger-cat

Spotted-tailed

native cat

Tiger cat/spotted-

tailed native cat

Tiger cat

Tiger-cat

Tiger cat

Tiger quoll

Tiger quoll

Spotted-tailed quoll

Spotted-tailed quoll

Spot-tailed quoll

Spotted-tailed quoll

ern Australia), records by zoologists (including

Gerard Krefft, Baldwin Spencer, Hedley Fin-

layson and Andrew Burbidge), detailed com-
pilations of Aboriginal languages by linguists,

syntheses (Plomley 1976), and searches by
David Peacock of Australian newspapers and
magazines published during the period 1804-

1954 and available at the National Library of

Australia website (http://trove.nla.gov.au).

All records found were tabulated. Tindale

(1974) was used to link obsolete tribal names
to modern names so that records could be
mapped. Although the names of Aboriginal

tribes by convention commence with a capital

letter, Aboriginal names for animals are nowa-
days written in lower case in contrast to early

chroniclers. This is an editorial practice that

differs from most science journals, in which
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common names of Australian animals usually

commence with a capital letter. I have recorded

the name exactly as it was spelled, written and

articulated with respect to syllabic structure in

the original document, even if these are known

to distort their linguistic integrity. Where it has

been uncertain as to which Dasyurus species

was being referred to in the original source, I

have indicated this in Table 1, sometimes con-

jecturing the probable identity of the species.

Results

More than 400 Aboriginal names were discov-

ered (Table 2; Fig. 1), of which only a small

number represent duplication of names cited

from earlier publications. These comprise 182

names for D. geoffroii , 112 names for D. viver-

rinus , 85 names for D. hallucatus , and 30 names

for D. maculatus.

Discussion

When the 63 names for D. geoffroii listed by

Abbott (2001) for south-west WA are added,

these totals increase to >470 (all species) and

245 (D. geoffroii). The most widespread Dasyu-

rus species has the greatest number of recorded

names, as expected.

The application of Aboriginal names to Aus-

tralian mammals has proceeded in fits and

starts during the preceding 150 years: a total

of 5 names provided (Gould 1863); 3 names

(Kreflt 1864); 3 names (Lucas and Le Souef

1909); 6 names (Le Souef and Burrell 1926); 10

names (Iredale and Troughton 1934); 1 1 names

(Troughton 1941); 12 names (Troughton 1967);

27 names (Ride 1970); 13 names (Strahan

1983); 13 names (Strahan 1995); and 17 names

(Van Dyck and Strahan 2008)
1

. This process

has thus been desultory. This is surprising, as

many vernacular names in former and current

use have major shortcomings (Table 3). Their

deliberate replacement with Aboriginal names

could be viewed as focused, strategic, and sen-

sitive to Aboriginal culture.

Of the 500-800 dialects belonging to c. 250

distinct Aboriginal languages that existed in

Australia at the time of European settlement

(Howie-Willis 1994), most are now extinct. Of

the 90 that survive, only 20 are in a ‘relatively

healthy state’ (Schmidt 1990). Many Aborigi-

nal names of mammals were not recorded and

have therefore been lost. This is illustrated by

comparing the distribution of the location of

Aboriginal names depicted in Fig. 1 with the

original geographical range of each Dasyurus

species. Blanks indicate where no records of

Aboriginal names have been found.

Globally, many common names of mammals

(as designated by the Oxford English Diction-

ary) have originated either from first nations,

for example pika (Siberia), yak (Tibet), pango-

lin and orang-utan (Malaya), cheetah (Hindu),

zebra and chimpanzee (Congo), tenrec (Mada-

gascar), skunk and kinkajou (North America),

puma, tapir and coypu (South America), and

kangaroo (north-east Australia), or from their

European conquerors, for example sheep (An-

glo-Saxon), springbok (Cape Dutch), armadillo

(Spanish) and hippopotamus (Greek). Some

names are a translation of the scientific name

(e.g. Spectacled Hare-wallaby, Smoky Mouse)

or represent disused generic names (echidna,

Platypus). It is unsurprising that visitors or set-

tlers would ask first peoples for names of spe-

cies that are conspicuous, dangerous or of culi-

nary value.

However, not all indigenous names for Aus-

tralian mammals, have been adopted into

common usage. The Aboriginal names koala,

wombat, bettong, potoroo, wallaby, wallaroo,

pademelon and dingo are from the Sydney dis-

trict and were recorded soon after settlement

by Europeans in 1788 (Ramson 1988). Inexpli-

cably, Aboriginal names for other conspicuous

species present around Sydney were either not

recorded (e.g. most species of gliders) or have

failed to come into general usage (e.g. pos-

sums). John Gould promoted the continued

use of koala, wombat, wallaby, kangaroo, wal-

laroo, pademelon and dingo, either alone or in

combination, but introduced only one previ-

ously unused Aboriginal name, Parma Wallaby

(Gould 1863). Most of his vernacular names are

English translations of part of the Latin bino-

mial, usually with the generic name retained

untranslated (Gould 1863). Collectors from

mainland Europe active in the late 1800s or ear-

ly 1900s (such as Lumholtz, Collett and Dahl)

recorded Aboriginal names of some mammal
species (Troughton 1941). These names con-

tinue to be overlooked.
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Table 2. Aboriginal names of Dasyurus species, classified by species, jurisdiction, and language group. List-
ing is approximately from north to south, coastal to inland. Abbreviations: NSW = New South Wales- NT= Northern Territory; QLD = Queensland; SA = South Australia; TAS = Tasmania; VIC = Victoria- WA =
Western Australia.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name Reference

Dasyurus geoffroii

Wunambal WA
North Kimberley WA
Karatjari WA
Ngaanyatjarra WA
Ngaatjatjarra WA

Nyangamarta WA
Anna Plains to Warrawagine,
Bidyadanga (La Grange) WA
Warnman WA
Warnman WA
Manytjilytjarra WA

Mangala WA

Ngaanayatjarra and
Ngaatjatjarra WA

Walmatjari WA
Walmatjari WA
Walmajarri [south of Fitzroy
Crossing, west of Balgo] WA

Walmajari WA

Yulparrja WA
Yulparija [La Grange] WA
Tjaru WA
Wangkatjungka WA

Kartutjarra WA

Putitjarra WA

Warburton region WA
Warburton Ranges district WA
Nyiyapala WA
Jigalong WA
Ashburton/North West Cape/
North Gascoyne district WA

Gascoyne Junction WA
Eastern shore of Shark Bay WA

Doodambarring (Murchison MD) WA
Northampton WA
Kookynie WA
Perth district WA

Avon Valley WA

Pinjarrah WA

Harvey WA

dada (identification uncertain)

daada (identification uncertain)

parrtjita

kurninngka/kuninngka, parrtjarta

kurninngka/kunningka,
mulyutjilira, parrtjarta

parrtjarta, walyparti

pirtawarnku (?D. hallucatus)

parrtjarta, walyparti

winyminyji

kinkilpa, kitjikurna, kurninngka,
ngal-ngal, parrtjarta, walyparti,

wiminytji

kingkin, ngarl-ngarl, parrtjita,

tjatjirti, walyparti

kurninka, nyurlpa, parrtjarta

[most commonly used]

ngarl-ngarl, parrtjita, walyparti

ngaingal, parrjita

ngarlngarl

Ngarlngarl, Parrjita [misidentified

as D. hallucatus]

walyparti

tarnpa

kurninngka, parrtjarta

kurninngka, ngangnalpa,

ngarl-ngarl, parrtjita, walyparti,

wirrmintji

kinkilpa, kitjikurna, kurninngka,
parrtjarta/parrtjita, walyparti,

wiminytji

kinkilpa, kitjikurna, kurninngka,
parrtjarta, walyaparti

Parrtjarta

parrtjarta

ngur-ngur

tarnpa

Teboola, Kerooda

Teroro

Tin-do-kat

Baljeerda

Tither goo
Gnooloo
badjada (many spelling variants

cited)

baradjit (many spelling variants

cited)

Bar-ra-jid-die

gugle

Mangglamarra et al. 1991
Karadara et al. 2011
Burbidge et al. 1988
Burbidge 0 /. 1988
Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988
McKelson and Dodd
2007: 162

Burbidge et al. 1988
Anon 1991: 47
Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Glass and Hackett 2003: 625

Burbidge et al. 1988
Hudson 1978: 100

Richards and Hudson 1990:

344

Gleadell et al. 1999

Burbidge et al. 1988
Anon 2006: 70-71
Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge and Fuller 1979
Douglas 1977, 1988: 145

Burbidge et al. 1988
Marsh 1992: 310
Yabaroo 1899

Alexander 1920
A Oldfield 1865 (see Abbott
2001)

Bates nd 55/122-139
Bates nd 57/106-107
Bates nd 58/74
Abbott 2001

Abbott 2001,2008

EAA Fawcett in Bates nd
43/97
The Sunday Times 16 May
1926: 8s
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality

Vasse district WA

Albany district WA

Miming WA/SA
Daly Waters district NT
Tjinkili NT
Tanami Desert NT

Warramunga NT
Kaititja NT
Anmatjara NT
Eastern Anmatyerr communities NT
Warlpiri NT/WA

Walpiri NT
Wailbri NT

Kukatja NT

Kukatja NT/SA
Pintupi NT/WA

Pintupi/Luritja WA/NT

Pintupi NT
Ilyowra tribe NT
Alyawarr NT
Alyawarra NT
Arrernte/ Alice Springs district NT
Alice Springs district NT

Charlotte Waters and Coonincher NT
Arrernte/Alice Springs district NT
Aranda NT
Pitjantjatjara NT
Arrernte NT
Alice Springs region NT
Arrernte NT

Upper and Middle Finke River NT
Aranta, western NT
Aranta, eastern NT
Arunta NT/SA
Luritja NT
Mutpura NT
SA [error for NT]

Pitjantjatjarra NT/WA
Pitjanjara NT/SA
Pitjantjatjara NT/SA/WA
and Yankunytjatjara NT/SA
Wonkanooroo NT/SA
Yankunjarra SA
Musgrave Ranges SA

Aboriginal name

ngooldjangit (many spelling

variants cited)

djooditj (many spelling variants

cited)

tjalpatu

minidja (?D. hallucatus)

tjapurti

Jajirdi, Kurninka, Parrjarda,

Yatikarra karrkanju

Winnijungoo
tjatjirti

atjilpa

atyelp, atyet atyyet

kurninngka, parrtjarta, parrtjita,

tjatjirti, wirl-wirlki

jajirdi

tjatjirda, kurnika, parrtjirda;

minitja and ngaya [west Wailbri]

kurninngka, maularurru,

ngangnalpa, parrtjita, tjatjirti,

walyparti, wiminytji/wimitji,

wirrmintji

Tajadi (widely used)

kunatjilira, kurninngka/kuninngka,

mulyutjilira, parrtjarta, tjatjirti,

walyparti, wiminytji/wimitji,

wirrminytji

ngaya, nyumpunypa, wiika, wiilyka,

wilpinpa

jajirdi

Achilpa

atyelp

tjilpa

Achilpa

chilperta

chilpa

achilpa

tjilpa

parrtjata

achilpa, chilpa; atyelpe

Ooraminna
atyelpe

Lukaringa (sp?: a kind of cat’)

tjilpa

atjilpa

Achilpa (widely used)

kurninngka
tjapurti

Achilpa

kurninngka/kuninngka, parrtjarta

Pulchida (Partjada)

partjata, kuninka

Yikowra
Keenika
Pulchida

Reference

Abbott 2001

Abbott 2001,2008

Burbidge et al. 1988

Chadwick 1975

Burbidge et al. 1988

Gibson 1986: 125

Finlayson 1961

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Green 2010: 669

Burbidge et al. 1988

Johnson and Roff 1982

Reece 1979: 27

Burbidge et al. 1988

Finlayson 1961

Burbidge et al. 1988

Hansen and Hansen 1992: 216

Johnson and Roff 1982

Finlayson 1961

Green 1992:282

Burbidge et al. 1988

Calaby 1996

Spencer 1896: 7 (footnote),

Spencer 1897

Mulvaney 2000: 90

Mulvaney 2000: 304

Johnson and Roff 1982

Johnson and Roff 1982

Mulvaney et al. 1997: 489

The Register 6 June 1925: 9

Henderson and Dobson
1994: 656

Schulze 1891:216

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

Finlayson 1961

Burbidge et al. 1988

Burbidge et al. 1988

The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Burbidge et al. 1988

Finlayson 1961

Goddard 1996: 301

Finlayson 1961

Finlayson 1961

Tonkin 2001: 127
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality

Pipalyatjara, north-western SA
Dieri tribe [Killapaninna] SA
Dieri tribe SA
Dieri tribe SA
Dieyerie tribe [Mt Freeling, Pirigundi

Lake, Lake Hope, 80 miles W of
Lake Hope] SA

Dieri tribe SA
Ngameni tribe [N of Lake Eyre] SA
Yaurorka tribe [NE of Lake Eyre] SA
Northern Flinders Ranges SA
Adnamatana [Lake Frome and
northern Flinders Range] SA

Ngadjuri tribe SA
Thangkaali [Morgan and Renmark
district] SA

Barngarla [Eyre Peninsula] SA
Port Lincoln district, SA
Parnkalla language [Port Lincoln] SA
Western coast [?Yalata, ?Tarcoola,

?Ooldea, ?Fowlers Bay, ?Boundary
Dam] SA
Ooldea Well west to SA/WA border
Gayndah district QLD
Mooraberrie station, c. 130 miles

west of Windorah QLD
Margany [Eulo district] QLD
Pitta Pitta [Boulia district] QLD
Nyeri Nyeri, Mondellimin [Chaffey

Landing, Merbein] NSW
Bourke NSW to Cunnamulla QLD

Darling River NSW
Ngeumba tribe [Brewarrina, Bogan
River, Nyngan, Cobar, Byrock] NSW

North-west VIC

Dasyurus hallucatus

Pela (Kuini, Kalumburu) WA
Wunambal WA
Wunambal Gaambera WA

Worora WA
Ashburton MD WA

Yinhawangka [inland Ashburton
region and upper plateau of

Hamersley Range] WA
Thalanyji [near North West Cape] WA
Payungu [Lyndon River district] WA
Nyamal [east of Marble Bar] WA
Kurrama [Hamersley Range] WA
Panyjima (Hamersley Range] WA
Martu Wangka [Jigalong, Newman,
Nullagine] WA
Mary River NT
Port Essington NT
Maung [mainland opposite Goulburn
Island] NT

Aboriginal name Reference

parrtjarta

jikaura

Tikanara

‘jikaura

Kooraltha [‘Spotted ferret’]

Copley et al 1989
Reuther nd
Howitt 1891

Berndt and Vogelsang 1941
Gason 1879: 285

Yikaura, Pira-moku
Yikaura

Yikaura

idnya

idna

Howitt 1904:91,783
Howitt 1904: 94
Howitt 1904: 95
Tunbridge 1991

McEntee 1991

‘aku’indji

pityiya, pityuku
Berndt and Vogelsang 1941
Hercus 1993

idnya

Ead-nar
idnya, idnya yappaityappaitya

bardjurda

Tunbridge 1991

Harvey 1840

Schiirmann 1844
Bates 1918

moolgoo
Gumben (?D. hallucatus

)

Winjella

Bates 1929

Semon 1899: 168

Duncan-Kemp 1968: 319

Dambudu
ik-oo-ur-ra

Kettrie

Breen 1981a: 364
Roth 1897

Krefft 1866, Kean 2009

burbur

Kinyah
bubbilla

The Brisbane Courier

12 January 1931: 12

Palmer 1884
Mathews 1904c

Beridyul (? D. maculatus) The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Pangiiidji

wijingarri

wijingarri (Wunambal), bangajii

(Gaambera)
widjingara

Dheebooga, Thindooga, an’doola

(?D. geoffroii

)

wayinwarra, ngawungawu
(?D. geoffroii)

de Galdeano 2005: 16

Mangglamarra et al. 1991

Karadara et al. 2011

Lucich 1969
Bates nd 48/96-129, 48/149-
189

Anon 2008: 69

kuruwanyji, maawu
kankuriri, kuruwanyji
ngawungawau (?D. geoffroii)

ngawungawungka (?D. geoffroii)

yirryiwarru (W. geoffroii)

tarnpa

Austin 1992a: 41

Austin 1992b: 60
Burgman 2007: 40
Burgman 2006: 51

Dench 1991:228
Burgman 2005: 133

dirdatj, gitjbi damban
Ar-ri-wal

ngindargbug

Harvey 2001: 169

Fisher and Calaby 2009: 56
Capell and Hinch 1970: 183
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name Reference

Katji, SW of Derby Creek NT

Derby Creek NT

Caledon Bay NT
Larrakia NT
Alowa NT
Allawa NT
Mara NT
Mara NT
Djapu [NE Arnhem Land] NT
Nunggubuyu tribe [near Numbulwar
mission, Arnhem Land] NT
Leeanuwa [Roper, Limmen,
McArthur, Robinson, Calvert Rivers,

Borroloola] NT
Rittarungo NT
Rembarunga NT
Ngandi NT
Ngalakan NT
Wandaran NT
Nungubuyu NT
Anindilyakwa, Groote Eylandt NT
Mpakwithi [Duyfken Point] QLD
Wik-Mungken [Kendall River

district] QLD
Cape Keerweer QLD
Nggerikudi tribe (Cullen Point,

Duyfken Point] QLD
Yir-Yoront [mouths of Mitchell River,

Cape York peninsula] QLD
Gilbert River [Gulf of Carpentaria]

QLD
Mayi-Kulan tribe [Norman River

district] QLD
Koogobathe tribe, [Koogominny,

Mitchell River] QLD
Mycoolon tribe [Flinders River,

Saxby River] QLD
Gugu-Yalanji & Wik-Munken
[Bloomfield River] QLD

Cape York QLD
Uradhi [Cape York peninsula] QLD

Guugu Yimidhirr [Cooktown, Jeannie

River, Battle Camp district] QLD
Koko-Yimidir tribe (Annan and

Endeavour Rivers, Cape Flattery] QLD
Cooktown QLD
Endeavour River QLD
Endeavour River QLD

barkuma, boro bun pun bugunun,

nyuluk nyuluk, burra bun pun
bugulung
luyupo luyupo, luthupo luthupo,

barkuma
Barkuma
luali

wannumbeera
wanambira
manambira
woonyaboonya
barkuma
Wara, Wulambag

Dixon and Huxley 1985: 37

Dixon and Huxley 1985: 39

Dixon and Huxley 1985: 39

Finlayson 1961

Finlayson 1961

Tindale 1928: 19

Tindale 1928: 19

Finlayson 1961

Morphy 1983: 173

Heath 1982:315

rarlanboo Stretton 1893: 251

ranyuluk

kachurwumbana
adangidangin

nyolok
akaburunguna
orulambaj

yiniyerruwena

gya
ku’waak, thoonth-waak

Tindale 1928: 18

Tindale 1928: 18

Tindale 1928: 18

Tindale 1928: 19

Tindale 1928: 19

Tindale 1928: 19

Waddy 1988: 58

Crowley 1981: 190

Kilham et al. 1986

ku’-waak, thoonth

ago

Sutton 1995: 148

Hey 1903

Minh-thiq Alpher 1991: 743

bamboorah Palmer 1884

tjikata, mitjipendan Breen 1981b: 152

il pair Palmer 1884

jiggerdah Palmer 1884

waygul, waykal

kute [accent on first vowel]

Atamudi [Jackson River], angkata

Oates et al. 1964, Oates

1992: 46
MacGillivray 1852: 282

Crowley 1983: 418

[Port Musgrave], uyaba [Jardine River]

dhigul

quoll, dekol

Gogo-Yimidir [Hopevale Mission,

Cooktown district] QLD

quoll

Je-Quoll

taquol, jaquol, quoll, je-quoll

(from Cooks voyage in 1770);

dekol, dhigul (recorded 1901 and

1970s, respectively)

Quoll (First use in modern times;

in an advertisement)

digul

Haviland 1979: 173

Roth 1901

Phillips 1898

Beaglehole 1962: 117

Mahoney and Ride 1984

The Mercury 9 May 1924: 10,

The West Australian 13 May
1924: 11

de Zwaen 1969
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name Reference

Atherton district [west of Great diguy Dixon 1991a: 394
Dividing Range] QLD
Wakoora tribe [Mt Mulligan district, Wyka Richards 1926
CairnsJ QLD
Cape Cleveland district QLD Moongun ?sp: opossum, or wild cat’ Morrill 1863
Rockhampton district QLD Wycarbah Morning Bulletin 30 March

1950:

2

Gurang Gurang tribe [upper kinyi Mathew 1914
Burnett RiverJ QLD
Wakka Wakka tribe [Walla, Burnett indyun Mathew 1 928
River/Dawson River interfluve,

Maranoa boundary, Darling Downs
(part), Nanango] QLD

Goonine tribe [Lower Burnett River, Ginying Palmer 1884
Wide BayJ QLD
Duungidjawu [SE Queensland and
Brisbane River] QLD

yinjdjun Kite and Wurm 2004: 286

Dasyurus maculatus
Gugu-Yalanji and Wik-Munken junarr Oates et al. 1964
[Bloomfield River] QLD

?Cairns district QLD Yar-rey Cairns Post 8 April 1918: 3
Herbert Vale QLD Jarri Collett 1887
Yidiny [Cairns-Yarrabah region] QLD maybu Dixon 1991b: 153
?Brisbane QLD Witgee The Brisbane Courier

14 December 1932: 15
South-east QLD Milbur, Yuruthin The Australian Womens

Brisbane district QLD mibur
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Petrie 1904: 89
Ipswich to Brisbane, Beaudesert to

Pimpana and Moreton Bay Qld
Bungym The Queenslander

27 December 1890: 1218
Yaggara tribe [Brisbane-Ipswich] QLD Bundsim Lauterer 1895
Ucumble NSW Murroe (?sp) ‘Large sort of Weasel’ Wyndham 1890
Wiradjuri tribe NSW mirradhi Grant and Rudder 2005: 344
Awabakal tribe [Lake Macquarie] NSW Babbilla (?sp) Fraser 1892
Sydney district NSW Mer-ri-e-gang Smith and Wheeler 1988: 158
Ngarrugu tribe [Queanbeyan, Cooma, gundarang Mathews 1908
Bombala, Delegate] NSW

Gippsland VIC Bindhalang The Australian Womens

Lake Tyers district, Gippsland VIC Bindhalang (bindjulang)

Weekly 16 February 1975: 34
Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 38,

Mansergh and Hercus 1981:

112

Hercus 1969Southern Narigu [Orbost district] VIC Bindjulung
Lake Boga VIC Youern Stone 1911:449
Western district VIC Womainte Smyth 1878 vol. 1: 191
Counties of Hampden and Heytesbury Cabong Smvth 1878 vol. 2: 185
[Camperdown district] VIC

Western district VIC Neumarng, Wuumeniitch Dawson 1881
Warrnambool district VIC wumenatj, wumenayt Blake 2003: 71W-NW tribe TAS laboibe, lunna Plomley 1976
Oyster Bay TAS luyenna, pungeranyah Plomley 1976
Bruni Island-S tribe TAS luyenna Plomley 1976

Dasyurus viverrinus

Clarence River NSW Bandim Crowley 1978
Kumbainggeri tribe [Nambucca, Balandyim Mathews 1910
Grafton, inland to Great Dividing
Range] NSW
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name

Gumbaynggir tribe [Coffs Harbour, baalijin, marra-marrawiny,

Glenn Innes, Wollombi district] NSW waybalagundi

Yaygir tribe [Evans Head and Coffs budjiga:n (sp?: cat’)

Harbour district] NSW
Kombinegherry tribe [Bellinger barlin gin

River] NSW
Thangatti tribe [Macleay River] NSW dulun

Awabakal tribe [Lake Macquarie] NSW Kikoi

Sydney district, NSW Mer-re-a-gan (brown),

Din-e-gow-a (black)

Sydney district, NSW Me-rea-gine spotted rat’

Illawarra district NSW middhagoonee (?D. maculatus)

Thurrawal tribe [Port Hacking, Jervis

Bay and inland ‘for a considerable

distance] NSW
Dharruk tribe [Port Hacking,

Hawkesbury River, Windsor, Penrith,

Campbelltown] NSW
Ngunawul tribe [E of Wiradyuri] NSW
Wiradyuri tribe [Lachlan River,

Macquarie River, Murrumbidgee
River] NSW

Wiradjuri tribe NSW
Anewan tribe [New England

tableland, including Macdonald River,

Walcha, Uralla, Bendemeer, Armidale,

Hillgrove] NSW
Yualeai [Bokhara, Birrie, Narran,

Moonie Rivers] QLD/NSW
Gamilaraay, Yuwaalaraay,

Yuwaalayaay NSW
Bangate station, Narran River

district NSW

Kurnu [Darling River (Tilpa to

Bourke), Barwon River, Paroo River,

Queensland border] NSW
Kurnu [N of Bourke} NSW

Kamilaroi tribe [Jerry’s Plains,

Walgett, Mungindi] NSW
Ngarrabul tribe [Glen Innes, Bolivia,

Wellingrove] NSW
Ngarrugu tribe [Queanbeyan, Cooma,
Bombala, Delegate] NSW
Wagga Wagga district NSW
Yorta Yorta tribe [Echuca, Cobram,
Mooroopna, Shepparton district] VIC

Yota-Yota [Murray River: Cobram,
Echuca, Shepperton, Deniliquin]

NSW, VIC
Madimadi [Murray River district] VIC
Wotjobaluk tribe [Lake Hamilton] VIC
Wembawemba [Murray River

district] VIC
Gippsland VIC

wagara (yellow and white morph),

wungar (black and white morph)

bulungga (black and white morph),

muraging (black and yellow morph)

murugun
mabi (black and white morph)
dhalbirrang (yellow and white morp

mabi, babila, mugiiny-mabi

kyura

buggundi (black and white morph)

Bagandi

Buckandee

buckandee

bunduli (black and white morph),

kikunya (yellow and white)

puuntuli (black and white morph),

kikunya

muka [black and white morph]

Burr-gah (‘spotted Bandicoot’)

bindyellang

Marbee
banmetpa

miya (black and white),

burraty-ba (yellow and white)

birigi

Boam-berik, Boam
beridj

Brumbin

Reference

Muurrbay Aboriginal

Language and Culture

Cooperative 2001: 110

Crowley 1979: 382

Palmer 1884

Mathews 1904c

Fraser 1892: 53

Smith and Wheeler 1988: 162

Collins 1798 vol. 1: 614

The Brisbane Courier

12 January 1931: 12

Mathews 1901, 1903a

Mathews 1901

Mathews 1904b

Mathews 1904b

Grant and Rudder 2005: 343

Mathews 1903b

Mathews 1902b

Ash etal. 2003: 189

Parker 1905: 144

The Sydney Morning Herald

1 June 1912: 8

Mathews 1902b

Hercus 1993

Mathews 1903a

MacPherson ? 193

1

Mathews 1908

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 219

Bowe and Morey 1999: 174

Mathews 1902b

Hercus 1969

Howitt 1904: 121,429

Hercus 1969

The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name

North-east VIC Boamberik

Lake Tyers, Gippsland VIC Brumbin (brambinj)

Central Gippsland VIC Bindyallang (bindjulang)

Brabirrawulung, Gippsland [Mitchell bindyallang
River to Tambo River] VIC

Yarra River VIC Beathedel, Be de dil

Yarra River VIC Bededil, Bethedel

Wod-dow-ro tribe [Geelong district] Yourn, Bornong - resembles a cat

VIC
Wathawurrung [Geelong-Ballarat] VIC yurn
Woiwurrung tribe [Melbourne yurn, bididil

district] VIC
Mort Noular [Melbourne] VIC Urn, yurn
Ballan, Loddon/Serpentine River Yoorn
junction, Mt Macedon, Pyrenees VIC
Counties of Hampden and Heytesbury Woomenite
[Camperdown district] VIC

Camperdown district VIC Kowang
Grange, Wannon River, western Vic Cuppong
Dhauhurtwurru tribe [Portland, Lake Kuppong
Condah, Glenelg River, Gellibrand

River and c. 75 km inland] VIC
?Portland district VIC Beerck

Daung wurrung [Goulburn River pairagnl
district] VIC
Melbourne north to Goulburn, Ovens, Urn, yurn
Broken and Devil Rivers, VIC

Central VIC Yoorn

Thagungwurrung [north of Great
Dividing Range] VIC

Jardwadjali [Glenelg River] VIC
Booandik [Glenelg River mouth,
Beachport and c. 30 miles inland]

VIC, SA
Glenelg district (Apsley) VIC
Clear Lake VIC
Bungandity [Mt Gambier, Glenelg
River] SA, VIC

Lake Boga VIC
Lake Hindmarsh VIC

Tyattyalla tribe [Lakes Werringan and
Albacutya, representative of west of a

line joining Geelong, Bendigo,

Pyramid Hill and Murray River] VIC
Western district VIC

yurn, birrigul

birrik

Kee

Kiotacha

Beerak

gih

berrick

Berik (brown morph with white
spots), Beridyul (black morph with
white spots)

berik, nyammung

Work, Wuulok, Meen (black morph
with white spots); Porgormuum,
Kuppung (brown morph with white

spots)

Reference

The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 38,

Mansergh and Hercus
1981: 112

Mansergh and Hercus
1981: 112

Mathews 1902a: 100

Smyth 1878 vol. 1: 191,

vol. 2: 100

The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Cary 1898

Blake etal 1998: 99
Blake 1991: 85-86

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 124
Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 159

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 185

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 213
Clark 2000: 238

Mathews 1904a

Portland Guardian
9 March 1953: 3

Wesson 1999

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 124

The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Blake 1991:85-86

Wesson 1999

Smith 1880

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 177
Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 202
Mathews 1903c

Stone 1911:449

Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 54

Mathews 1902a: 100

Dawson 1881
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Table 2. continued.

Language group/locality Aboriginal name Reference

VIC Beerik (sp?) Smyth 1878 vol. 2: 199, The

Australian Womens Weekly

16 February 1975: 34

?VIC Beereek The Argus 9 February

1937: 16

W-NW tribe TAS naboineenele, labaggyna Plomley 1976

W tribe TAS neperana, noperena Plomley 1976

Cape Portland TAS pit.ter.ral.krore.rer Plomley 1976

Oyster Bay TAS lue.an.ner, luyennah, pringreenyah Plomley 1976

E tribe TAS largana Plomley 1976

Big River/?Little River TAS lu.a.ner Plomley 1976

Bruny Island-S tribe TAS lapuggana, lue.aye, lue.dy, poe.tac.he,

roonah

Plomley 1976

Mt Gambier district SA kiyi

Ng’rui Moch
Blake 2003: 65

Murray River SA Wood Jones 1923: 92

Narrinyeri [Wellington, Murray River,

Milang, Meningie, Goolwa, Point

Macleay] SA

Mikurri, Maikurri (?D. geoffroii) Taplin 1879: 126

Kaurna/Adelaide SA Mabo Tunbridge 1991

Adelaide SA mabu Black 1920

Adelaide SA Mayoo Stephens 1889

Adelaide and Encounter Bay tribes SA Mabo Wyatt 1879: 171

Encounter Bay SA Mabo The Australian Womens
Weekly 16 February 1975: 34

Much of the subsequent interest in resurrect-

ing and using Aboriginal names has emanated

from zoologists based in Western Australia. In

1928, WA Museum curator Ludwig Glauert

published a list of Aboriginal mammal names

from south-west WA (Glauert 1928). The in-

tent was to popularise nature study, which was

achieved by having this list published in news-

papers circulating widely in WA (The Daily

News ; The West Australian ; The Western Mail).

Some of these names have remained in popu-

lar use by WA zoologists and naturalists (e.g.

Serventy 1966).

Glauerts successor at the WA Museum, WDL
Ride, continued the use of these names and at-

tempted to popularise Aboriginal names for

such other species as Karrabul, Boongary, Tch-

aribeena, Bobuck, Mongan, Toolah, Wintarro,

Yallara, Kowari, Mulgara and Kultarr (Ride

1970). He succeeded with the last three. Michael

Archer, formerly associated with the WA Mu-

seum, introduced the native name Ningaui for

a new genus of previously overlooked dasyurid

species (Archer 1975). Ronald Strahan, for-

merly of WA, led a committee of the Austral-

ian Mammal Society that recommended the

use of Aboriginal names which corresponded

to genera (Strahan 1980). This led to the names

Kultarr, Kaluta and Mulgara superseding exist-

ing vernacular names. Andrew Burbidge and

Per Christensen, zoologists active in WA from

the 1970s, also consistently used Woylie, Num-
bat, Quokka and Chuditch in publications. The

Aboriginal name Monjon was used from 1990

for the rock wallaby Petrogale burbidgei (scien-

tifically undescribed until 1978). This favour-

ing of Aboriginal names of mammals persists

in WA in the regularly updated list of specially

protected fauna published in the Government

Gazette (Minister for the Environment 2012).

A strategic attempt to replace the Anglo-

Saxon terms ‘rat’ and ‘mouse (Braithwaite et al.

1995) with short, euphonious Aboriginal names

appears to be not generally accepted by zoolo-

gists, although several names, including Rakali

(water rat Hydromys chrysogaster) and Djoon-

gari (Shark Bay mouse Pseudomys fieldi), have

appeared in scientific literature. Abbott (2001)

suggested that the pioneer initiative of Glauert

(1928) could be extended with confidence to

other mammal species present in south-west

WA. This has led to the use of Koomal (Com-
mon Brushtail Possum Trichosurus vulpecula)

and Ngwayir (Western Ringtail Possum Pseu-
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mam

Aboriginal name

geoffroii

maculatus

hallucatus

viverrinus

Fig. 1 . Map of Australia showing the geographical distribution of the four species of Dasyurus
, based on maps

provided in Van Dyck and Strahan 2008, Long and Nelson 2010, and OZCAM 2012, and historical informa-
tion (Peacock and Abbott, unpublished). The approximate location of Aboriginal names for Dasyurus species
is also indicated.

docheirus occidentalis) in scientific publications.

Zoologists in the Northern Territory are also

adopting Aboriginal names, with Mala (Rufous

Hare-wallaby Lagorchestes hirsutus) and Warru
(Black-footed Rock-wallaby Petrogale lateralis)

appearing in recent scientific papers.

I propose that this more liberal usage of Abo-
riginal names be continued, and applied to the

four species that comprise Dasyurus in Austral-

ia. I recommend that the Aboriginal (Guugu
Yimithirr) name recorded at Endeavour River,

Queensland for D. hallucatus be used. ‘Quoll’ is

a corrupted version of this name and has been
misapplied to all four species; it would cause

confusion to restrict this to D. hallucatus. How-
ever, when correctly spelled (as Digul) it seems

most suitable because the word is short, eupho-
nious, and easily pronounced.

The Aboriginal (Noongar) name Chuditch for

D. geoffroii is in widespread use in WA, where
this species is now restricted. Future transloca-

tions into its former geographical range in east-

ern Australia will obviously be sourced from
south-west WA. I support the continued use of

this Noongar name.

D. viverrinus is now extinct on mainland Aus-
tralia, and persists only in Tasmania, including

on Bruny Island (Abbott and Burbidge 1995).

Future attempts to repatriate this species to

mainland Australia will obviously be sourced

from Tasmania. I therefore propose that a

Tasmanian Aboriginal name be used. Of the
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Table 3. Shortcomings identified with obsolete (shown with a strike-through) and current vernacular names

for Australian mammal species.

Category Examples

Obsolete (preoccupied) genus name

Anglicisation of genus name
English translation of genus name
Absurd, fantastical, or contrived formation

Duplication of genus name

Phylogenetic incorrectness

polysyllabic

Unwarranted presumption of superiority of

non-Aboriginal names over Aboriginal names
Incorrect application of indigenous names from

outside Australia

Use of English eponym (disregarding

pre-existing Aboriginal names)
Duplication: English translation of part of

Latin binomial

Echidna (1798 for mammal, 1788 for eel), platypus

(1799 for mammal, 1793 for beetle)

Thylacine

Pig-footed (Chaeropus ), hairy-nosed (Lasiorhinus

)

Devil, rat-kangaroo, kangaroo rat, hare kangaroo, hare-

wallaby, rabbit bandicoot , rabbit- rat, ghost bat, flying-

fox, dormouse-opossum ,
jerboa rat, jerboa kangaroo,

hare kangaroo, flying opossum ,
flying phalanger,

flying opossum ,
kanga roo-mouse

Phascogale, antechinus, false antechinus,

pseudantechinus, echymipera, planigale, myotis,

melomys
Marsupial mole, bandicoot, possum, native bear;

pouched mouse
Southern hairy-nosed wombat, spotted-tailed quoll,

desert rat-kangaroo, Lumholtz’s tree kangaroo, black-

footed rock-wallaby, eastern tube-nosed bat, golden-

backed tree-rat, Mitchells hopping-mouse*

Bat**, rat, mouse

Bandicoot [Telugu], (o)possum [Algonquin]

Bennett’s tree kangaroo, Gilberts potoroo, Rothschild’s

rock-wallaby*

Rufous (.Aepyprymnus,
Echymipera), yellow-footed

(Antechinus), agile (Antechinus ,
Macropus), golden

(.Isoodon ), desert (Perameles), spectacled (Lagorchestes ),

banded (Lagostrophus , Myrmecobius), red (Macropus)*

*not a complete list of examples.

**Aborigines did not separately identify species of microbat (Finlayson 1939, Osborne 1974, Plomley 1976,

Waddy 1988, Burbidge et al. 1988, Mangglamarra et al. 1991, Baker et al. 1993, Abbott 2001) but some tribes

distinguished the ghost bat and species of fruit bats (Osborne 1974, Waddy 1988, Tunbridge 1991, Mang-

glamarra et al. 1991).

names available, I suggest Luaner. Although the

possibility exists that this name may also have

been applied to D. maculatus (Plomley 1976),

the restriction to D. viverrinus is attested by GA
Robinson, who had an unequalled involvement

with Aborigines in Tasmania, travelling in total

for 86 months with them in the bush during the

period 1829-34 (Plomley 1966).

D. maculatus remains widespread within its

original geographical range. On the basis of

brevity, euphony and ease of pronunciation, I

recommend Bindjulang.

Although Aboriginal names clearly misattrib-

uted to Dasyurus species (as in Johnston 1943)

have been excluded from Table 2, a few erro-

neous, doubtful or misunderstood names may
have been recorded inadvertently. Aboriginal

protectors, anthropologists and linguists are

unlikely to be fully knowledgeable about mam-
mal species, and zoologists are unlikely to be

fluent in Aboriginal languages. This difficulty

of cross-cultural communication is nicely il-

lustrated by the incorrect use of the Victorian

Aboriginal name Tuan for Phascogale tapoat-

afa instead of Acrobates pygmaeus or Petaurus

breviceps (Conole 1987, Hercus 1988, Scarlett

1988). The name Mongon (Morrill 1863) is

usually thought to apply to the possum Pseudo-

cheirus herbertensis , but Troughton (1941: 112)

indicates that this name is not the correct one

for this species. Thus, Mongon could apply to

D. hallucatus.

An unexpected finding for this paper was the

paucity of citations found in newspapers, with

only 13 located (D. Peacock, pers. comm. 2012).

One magazine, however, yielded 17 names (five
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of which were too vague to use in this paper)

in an article by the anthropologist Aldo Mas-
sola promoting the appreciation of Aboriginal

names. He suggested that Aboriginal names for

Dasyurus species could be applied to domestic

cats.

Another unexpected implication from this

research is the extent of confusion and imper-

fect knowledge about the geographical limits of

Dasyurus species. This is clearly evident when
the distribution of each of the four species is

plotted on the same map (Fig. 1). TTiis map
implies that the extent of overlap between D.

hallucatus and D. geoffroii may have originally

been more extensive in Western Australia and
Northern Territory. Records in Table 2 of black

and white morphs of native cats’ in New South

Wales as far west as Bourke are certainly refer-

able to D. viverrinus
, which is the only Dasyu-

rus species known to exhibit this dimorphism
(K. Morris, pers. comm.) This species may thus

have overlapped more extensively with D. ge-

offroii than is indicated on modern maps (as

summarised in Fig. 1). Such a great extension

in geographical range should not be seen as

surprising. Increased interest in historical eco-

logical research has revealed that other mam-
mal species were much more wide-ranging in

Australia than indicated by specimens lodged

in museums (Burbidge et al. 1988; Menkhorst
2011 ).

Each of the four recommended names (Chu-

ditch D. geoffroii; Digul D. hallucatus; Bindju-

lang D. maculatus; and Luaner D. viverrinus)

is linguistically accurate. They should be pro-

nounced with the stress on the first syllable. I

endorse the continued usage of quoll as a suit-

able common noun equivalent to Dasyurus.

These recommended names do not of course

restrict usage of other Aboriginal names by
Aboriginal people.
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Notes
1 These statistics include proper nouns (e.g. Parma
Wallaby) but exclude names that are used as com-
mon nouns, such as dunnart, bettong, kangaroo,

potoroo, quoll, wallaby, and wombat that are pre-
ceded by an adjective (e.g. Red-necked Wallaby).
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Alien invertebrates are invading the Australian Alps

Michael A Nash
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Abstract
In temperate ecosystems, invasive alien species pose a major threat to species diversity. The first step in under-

standing likely ecological consequences of invasive species is to record new distributions. Three invertebrate spe-

cies likely to affect Australian alpine and subalpine ecosystems are recorded for the first time above 1500 m asl

from the Victorian Alps: European Honey Bee Apis mellifera L., Grey Field Slug Deroceras reticulatum Muller,

and European Wasp Vespula germanica (F.). Single records of other invasive alien species are mentioned but

not explored. I present a simple online tool that is commonly used to model the distribution of species. Results

show the value of extensive sampling, naturalist records and the need for reliable species distribution data.

Building ecological models that can predict the likely consequences of invasive species is reliant on continual

updating of historical species distribution records. (7he Victorian Naturalist 130 (3) 2013, 127-136)

Keywords: Invasive species, European Honey Bee, Grey Field Slug, biodiversity, distribution

modelling, European Wasp

Introduction

The interaction between climate change, hu-

man overexploitation and invasive alien species

will reduce biodiversity in all temperate eco-

systems. To avoid confusion with terminology

used in research on invasive species (Colautti

and Maclsaac 2004), and because all species

discussed here are exotic to Australia, the term

‘invasive alien (Burke and Grime 1996) is used

throughout. The current rate of extinctions is

not being reduced because the pressures on

biodiversity are intensifying (Secretariat of the

Convention on Biological Diversity 2010). Due
to anthropogenic activity, the function and re-

silience of ecosystems will change (Chapin III

et al. 2000).

Biodiversity is thought to increase ecosystem

resilience, as stated in the diversity-stability

hypothesis (Loreau et al 2003). The first step

in understanding the importance of biodi-

versity is recording what fauna is present and

where, but for terrestrial invertebrates these

data are often lacking (Yen 2011). The recent

shift in scientific concern regarding insect spe-

cies extinctions, from polar to more temperate

regions, highlights the importance of exotic

incursions threatening ecosystem biodiversity

(Deutsch et al. 2008). Despite a history of cattle

grazing, which has ceased for now in National

Park areas of the Australian Alps (Williams et

al. 2006), alpine ecosystems are relatively un-

disturbed by human activity in comparison to

lowland ecosystems (McDougall et al. 2005).

These alpine ecosystems are home to a high

number of endemic plant species (Costin et al.

1982), but the alpine climate niche is not likely

to exist beyond 2100 (Williams et al. 2007). In-

creased human activity, such as summer tour-

ism and expansion of ski resorts, will further

accelerate invasive processes (Pickering 2011).

We need to record what species are present,

to investigate how invasive alien species affect

biodiversity, and their interaction with climate

change (Hoffmann and Sgro 2011) and land use

intensification (Chapin III et al. 2000).

Species presence data from Australian muse-

ums are now readily available online through

the Atlas of Living Australia (http://www.ala.

org.au). Care is needed when using this re-

source with regard to alien invasive species

because these species are nearly always consid-

ered pests and are not recorded despite being

abundant. For example, in this study only two
of the three invasive alien species had greater

than the 50 records considered the absolute

minimum for building models (Elith et al.

2011). The usefulness of online database tools
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to provide informative baseline data relies on

the continued observation and recording of

changes to species distributions.

The Atlas of Living Australia website also pro-

vides a means to build simple species distribu-

tion models using Maxent, which can be used

to estimate the relationship between a species

and the environment across the known distri-

bution. Maxent models are used widely to pro-

vide insights into evolutionary and ecological

processes (Elith and Leathwick 2009; Elith et

al. 2011) and formulate testable hypotheses.

Using species distribution models, research-

ers can direct sampling efforts outside known
distributions. For example, models of invasive

alien species are often developed from their

distributions in native environments and used

to project likely distributions in non-native

environments (e.g. Venette and Cohen 2006)

and future environmental niches (Sutherst and
Maywald 2005). However, the area (extent) be-

ing modelled must be relevant to the physiolo-

gy of the species of interest. Hence, distribution

models are often limited to the point of intro-

duction and the new environments alien popu-

lations are likely to invade. Caution should be

applied when modelling alien invasive popula-

tions because these are often not in equilibrium

with their environment. That is, after a period

of time invading populations decline to a lower

level than the initial invading population (Hart-

ley et al 2010; Hill et al 2012).

The aim is to record invasive alien inverte-

brates observed in the Victorian Alps above

1200 m asl since 2010. Simple guidelines on
using Atlas of Living Australia tools to build

species distribution models are presented, and
could support further surveys. The term alpine

as used throughout includes closed heathland,

open heathland and grassland subalpine plant

communities. This study will provide a record

for future research.

Methods
To examine the threat invasive alien inverte-

brate species pose to indigenous alpine inver-

tebrate communities, three species were con-

sidered further, based on recent observations:

European Honey Bee Apis mellifera L. (Hy-

menoptera: Apidae) (Collett et al 2007); Grey

Field Slug Deroceras reticulatum Muller (Gas-

tropoda: Agrolimacidae); and the European
Wasp Vespula germanica (F.) (Hymenoptera:
Vespidae). Specimens from above 1200 m asl

were collected between 2010 and 2012, with

voucher specimens retained at The University

of Melbourne. The Geodetic (WGS84) location

datum (latitude, longitude) was recorded us-

ing a hand held GPS receiver (Magellan® Tri-

ton400™, MiTAC International Corporation,

Santa Clara, California USA).

The species distribution models presented

were developed from historical Australian data

because the species under consideration are es-

tablished. Maxent (Phillips et al 2006), as pro-

vided on the Atlas of Living Australia (ALA)
web site (http://www.ala.org.au/explore), was
used to predict suitable habitat for European
Honey Bee and Grey Field Slug. Historical

distribution records used were obtained from
the Atlas of Living Australia (http://www.ala.

org.au/explore/species-maps/ 21 Mar 2012),

Museum Victoria and Australian National In-

sect Collection. Before modelling, data were

checked for consistency, with duplicate records

and unverified locations removed. Over-sam-

pling in locations that are easily accessible often

leads to sampling bias, which affects model per-

formance. There is no tool currently available

to check sampling bias on the ALA website.

Where sampling of Grey Field Slug was more
intensive, as from Penola in South Australia with

130 records out of the total 457, the number of

records was reduced. This sampling bias was

taken into account by including a randomly

selected subset (n = 20) of records from Penola

in the model. Species misidentifications also re-

duce the usefulness of distribution records. To

be sure of correct identification, the slug point

localities were limited to the period that coin-

cided with taxonomic revision (Van Regteren

Altena and Smith 1975). In cases where there

are limited distribution data, such as for Euro-

pean Honey Bee (n = 53), it was best to include

all available data. In the case of European Wasp
it was not possible to build distribution models

because there was insufficient distribution data

and a large sampling bias (N = 12 and large bias

from Tasmania n = 11).

Environmental variables that influence habi-

tat suitability for the species being modelled

were based on known physiology, therefore
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the literature was used to determine the initial

variables used in models. For example, Grey
Field Slugs optimum temperature for weight

gain is 17°C-19°C, minimum temperature for

activity is 0-5°C (Godan 1983; South 1982),

maximum temperature for activity is 25°C

(South 1982), and optimum gravimetric soil

moisture for egg laying is 25% to 100% (Wil-

lis et al 2008). Being opportunistic breeders,

moisture and annual temperature, rather than

seasonal temperatures, have been established as

the most important variables in predicting slug

populations (Choi et al. 2006). Climatic vari-

ables are often highly correlated and predictors

need to be as proximal as possible (Elith et al.

201 1), so bioclimatic variables derived from the

monthly temperature and rainfall values (BIO-

CLIM) as provided on the ALA website were

used. For Grey Field Slug the initial climatic

variables chosen that were considered specific

to this species were annual temperature, an-

nual precipitation, precipitation-driest quarter,

and annual moisture index. European Honey
Bee populations need free water (Oldroyd et

al 1994), which suggests precipitation in the

driest quarter would correlate highly with their

distribution. Land use and vegetation type were

included as initial variables because of the as-

sociation of invasive alien species with humans
(Crosby 2004), and European Honey Bee being

farmed on native vegetation, an important nec-

tar source (New 1994).

Species distribution model validation can

involve complex statistical tests, such as cross-

validation to obtain out-of-sample estimates of

predictive performance and estimates of uncer-

tainty around fitted functions (Elith et al 2011);

however, these are not facilitated by the ALA
online tool. Assessment of model performance

was limited. Variable importance was estimated

using a jackknife test, run where each variable is

excluded in turn, and a model created with the

remaining variables. A model was also created

using each variable in isolation. Subsequent

jackknife plots were generated to visualise how
individual variables improve the model. The

most informative variables were used to build

the model quantified by calculating the Area

Under the receiver operating Curve (AUC). To
validate models, a random sample comprising

25% of the data was used as test data and the

standard error calculated for the AUC. Overall

model performance was assessed by using a re-

ceiver operating curve (ROC) for both the data

used to build the model and data set aside to test

the model. The aim was not to project species

distributions onto novel environments but to

determine the variables used (Elith et al 2011)

in the final models (Fig. 1 and 2). The final set

of informative variables used in the models was

obtained by removing variables with low influ-

ence on the model. New observations (Tables 1

and 2) above 1200 m asl were used to validate

models.

Results

The first recorded observation of the European

Honey Bee above 1500 m asl in the Victorian

Alps is from early 2010, 5 km from the Falls

Creek resort. Observations in 2012 indicated

that European Honey Bee range extends across

the Bogong High Plains (up to 1825 m asl),

including Mt Bogong, with one voucher col-

lected from Quartz Ridge (1541 m asl), where

high numbers were seen foraging on Stylid-

ium sp. Sw. (Table 1). No previous records for

the Victorian Alps were found from museum
records searched (106) with the closest record

(HYM35167) at Merrijig. In January 1972 Jones

(1972) observed Honey Bee visiting Prasophyl-

lum alpinum R.Br on Rocky Plain, near Wulgul-

merang approximated at 1200 m asl, and in

1984 Inouye and Pyke (1988) recorded three

individuals within the Kosciuszko National

Park above 1860 m asl. These observations

were supported by the distribution model (Fig.

1), which suggested that suitable habitat for the

European Honey Bee has existed throughout

the alpine and subalpine landscapes of the Aus-

tralian Alps. The environmental variables used

in the final model and their importance (in per

cent) were: precipitation-driest quarter (Bio 17),

49%; temperature-annual mean (BioOl), 43%;
present vegetation 8%; AUC 0.885; test AUC of

0.901 (std. dev. 0.05).

The highest recorded observation of Grey
Field Slug in the Victorian Alps is now 1650 m
asl, from Basalt Hill, Bogong High Plains (Ta-

ble 2). A number of new observations are from
higher elevations than previously recorded in

Victoria. Museum Victoria records (640) indi-

cate Grey Field Slug have been widespread for a
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Table 1 . Observations (2010-2012) of European Honey Bee Apis mellifera L. above 1400 m asl.

Date Lat Long m asl Plant species

observed visiting

17 Feb 10 -36.8652 147.2792 1595 Trifolium repens

17 Feb 10 -36.8696 147.2541 1660 Not recorded
15 Dec 11 -36.8648 147.3326 1725 Not recorded

13 Jan 12 -36.8479 147.3378 1802 Poa hiemata

13 Jan 12 -36.8463 147.3365 1825 Trifolium repens

18 Jan 12 -36.7137 147.2951 1445 Not recorded

19 Jan 12 -36.7563 147.3267 1775 Trifolium repens

19 Jan 12 -36.7629 147.2912 1541 Stylidium sp.

Fig. 1 . A representation of the distribution model for the European Honey Bee Apis mellifera L. from museum
records (brown dots). Warmer colours (orange) show areas with more suitable habitat conditions; yellow is

least suitable.

considerable time at lower elevations. The high-

est elevations previously recorded include 1250

m asl at Mt Donna Buang (FI 74393) in 1971

and seven records from 700 m asl at Bogong

Village (FI 743 18, F174443, F 174474, F174535,

F 1 74587, F 1746 1 9, F 1 77 1 95). The recent record

(2 Mar 2011) at 1591 m asl from Kosciuszko

National Park (Table 2) is also at a higher eleva-

tion than those recorded from 1975 along the

snow road from Jindabyne to Charlotte Pass,

(F174659, F174665, F174667) at 1470 m asl,

1529 m asl, and 1555 m asl.

The most suitable habitat for Grey Field Slug

was projected to be temperate areas with high

moisture availability at lower elevation (Fig.

2). Sample bias may have influenced the model

presented (Fig. 2), despite adjusting for the

high concentration of records from a south-

east South Australia survey. The environmen-

tal variables used in the final model and their

importance (in per cent) were: temperature-

annual mean (BioOl), 94%; precipitation-driest

quarter (Bio 17), 4%; annual moisture index

(Bio28), 2%; AUC 0.973; test AUC 0.975 (std.

dev. 0.003).

The first recorded observations of European

Wasp above 1500 m asl in the Victorian Alps

are from along the side of Road 23 (36.8684S
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Table 2. Observations (2011-12) of Grey Field Slug Deroceras reticulatum Muller above 1200 m asl.

Date Lat Long m asl Recorded from

16 Feb 11 -36.8855 147.3158 1647 Poa hiemata grassland

1 Mar 1

1

-35.8895 148.5196 1417 Poa spp. and Austodanthonia spp.

1 Mar 1

1

-36.1598 148.6871 1204 Themeda sp. grassland

1 Mar 11 -35.8745 148.6241 1340 Themeda sp. and Poa spp. grassland

2 Mar 11 -36.3808 148.4578 1591 Agrotis sp. roadside

1 Mar 1

1

-36.1238 148.6477 1247 Themeda sp. roadside

21 Mar 11 -36.8709 147.3072 1630 Agrotis sp.

7 Apr 11 -37.7070 145.6816 1250 Holcus lanatus

18 Jan 12 -36.8866 147.3181 1638 Tiles

15 Feb 12 -36.9944 147.1644 1650 Tiles

Habitat suitability

Fig. 2. A representation of the distribution model for the Grey Field Slug Deroceras reticulatum Muller from
museum records (brown dots). Blue and warmer colours show areas with more suitable habitat conditions;
yellow is least suitable.

147.24 IE, 1545 m asl) 17 Feb 2010 and Ropers

Hut (36.8 1 2 1 S 147.331 IE, 1725 m asl) 1 Mar
2010. A search ofMuseum Victoria records and

ALA found only one record for Victoria, from

Melbourne (37.8 S 144.98E), and 1 1 records for

Tasmania, none of which were above 1000 m
ASL.

Single records for other alien invasive spe-

cies encountered in the past three years were

Hedgehog Slug Arion intermedius (Normand)
(Arionidae) at Smiggin Holes, N.S.W. (36.3876S

148.4270E, 1735 m asl) 3 Mar 2010 on Poa
spp., Striped Field Slug Lehmannia nyctelia

Bourguignat (Limacidae) from NSW (35.8003S

148.676 IE, 1213 m asl) on Kangaroo Grass

Themeda triandra (R.Br.) Stapf grassland 1 Mar
201 1 and an European Earwig Forficula auricu-

laria L. (Dermaptera: Forficulidae) at Basalt

Hill (36.8855S 147.3158E, 1647 m asl) 16 Feb
2010 from Soft Snowgrass Poa hiemata Vickery
grassland.
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Discussion

Observations since 2010 support the hypoth-

esis that suitable niches above 1500 m asl in

the Victorian Alps are now occupied by Euro-

pean Honey Bee, Grey Field Slug and European

Wasp. These new records add to the list of ex-

otic invertebrate species already established in

the Australian Alps: Cabbage White Butterfly

Pieris rapae L. (Lepidoptera: Pieridae) and Ru-

therglen Bug Nysius vinitor Bergroth (Hemi-

ptera: Lygaeidae) (Green and Osborne 2012).

More alien species records are expected from

alpine areas, because widespread pests found at

lower elevation could have been overlooked for

several reasons. Such reasons include: common
species not being collected because they are

common (e.g. European Wasp), no monitoring

of invasive aliens outside the agricultural eco-

systems where they are considered pests (e.g.

Rutherglen Bug), expanding ranges due to ad-

aptation to new environments, changing biotic

interactions, or shifting environmental niches

due to climate change. Given that at least two

of the alien species (European Honey Bee and

Grey Field Slug) have only recently been re-

corded in the Victorian Alps and simple species

distribution models suggest that the Victorian

Alps provide suitable habitat, the potential eco-

logical consequences of these two species are

discussed in detail, followed by a more general

discussion of other threats.

Alien Pollinators: European Honey Bee

The observations of European Honey Bee from
2011-12 across subalpine and alpine habitats

are a concern, given only native bees (Halacti-

dae and Colletidae) were observed visiting na-

tive flowers during previous studies in the Vic-

torian Alps (Nash, unpublished data 2008-09).

Pimelea lingustrina Labill. flowering at Ko-

sciuszko National Park was occasionally visited

by European Honey Bee (< 1% of observations)

(Inouye and Pyke 1988). That European Honey
Bee have not dispersed sooner throughout the

Australian Alps and exploited alpine and sub-

alpine floral resources is surprising. European

Honey Bee have expanded from their native

homes in Europe, Asia and Africa, establish-

ing across most of the world. European Honey
Bee are perhaps Australia’s most widespread

invasive alien invertebrate, found in nearly all

terrestrial habitats (Low 1999). Because of Eu-

ropean Honey Bee’s economic importance, hu-

mans actively aid their extensive spread, with

commercial hives introduced to Australia in

1822 (New 1994). The human-aided dispersion

is supported by the model presented, which

projected high habitat suitability in urban and
rural residential areas. Habitat suitability is also

dependent on the availability of free water (Ol-

droyd et al. 1994), with the model presented

supporting this as precipitation in the driest

quarter was a highly informative variable. The
observations in the Victorian Alps correspond

with wet summer conditions in 2011-12. Bu-

reau ofMeteorology data at Falls Creek for both

years is in the 90th percentile for rainfall. Dis-

tribution modelling using historical data does

not support occurrence being due to wet sea-

sonal conditions.

Despite European Honey Bee being active

invaders (New 1994), their impacts are de-

bated (Collett et al 2007), and we do not know
what ecological effects they are having. Spessa’s

(2000) views are clear: European Honey Bee

populations should be eradicated from con-

servation areas with high endemism. Such a

concern stems from studies into competition

by European Honey Bee for floral resources

(Manning 1997), and a decline in native nec-

tar feeders (Paton 1993), although some studies

suggest limited resource competition (Schwarz

and Hurts 1997). Other possible competitive

interactions include displacement of birds (Ol-

droyd et al 1994) and mammals that use tree

hollows for breeding (Oldroyd et al 1997). If

and how these invasive alien colonies interact

with numerous, and often solitary, native bee

species is not well understood. The invasive al-

iens could even act as a vector for novel viruses

to native bee populations (New 1994).

The biggest unknown ecological impact of

European Honey Bee is pollination of native

plants, which could change in several different

ways. European Honey Bee may increase the

transfer of pollen between flowers, leading to

greater seed production (Paton 1997); displace

existing pollinators, potentially reducing seed

production (Celebrezze and Paton 2004); alter

the behaviour of indigenous plants, resulting

in unknown seed production response; or re-

move pollen, thereby reducing seed production
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(Paton 1993). These and other unspecified and

unknown effects are likely to occur in combi-

nation (Collett et al. 2007). Before any conclu-

sions can be made about negative or postive ef-

fects, further research is required (Paini 2004).

The genetic consequences of reduced pollen

transfer and seed production include inbreed-

ing depression, which reduces a species ability

to adapt (Sgro et al. 2010). For example, in Gul-

ly Grevillea Grevillea barklyana (F. Muell. ex.

Benth.) flowers that were out-crossed produced

significantly more seed. Low out-crossing rates

within some populations reflected the presence

of introduced pollinators (Ayre et al 1994).

However, by increasing the transfer of pollen,

European Honey Bee may improve gene flow

among isolated plant populations, thus increas-

ing their ability to adapt to perturbations, such

as climate change (Hoffmann and Sgro 2011;

Sgro et al. 2010). Currently, whether these proc-

esses already occur or are likely to occur, and in

what combination(s), remains unknown. This

is worrying because the European Honey Bee is

already present in the Australian Alps and the

distribution models presented here show that

much of the alpine and subalpine landscape

provides suitable habitat.

Invasive Alien Herbivores: Grey Field Slug

Aided by human destruction of lowland native

vegetation, exotic slugs have become estab-

lished throughout temperate Australia (Smith

and Kershaw 1979), ensuring grasslands will

remain altered (Holland et al. 2007). There is

a small number of native Slug (Eupulmonata)

species in Australian ecosystems, with only

three endemic families: Athoracophoridae,

Cystopeltidae and Rathouisiidae. None of these

are found in alpine heathlands or grassland

plant communities (Daniell 1994). The first

record of exotic slugs in Australia was from

1824 with the six families noted: Agrolimaci-

dae, Arionidae, Limacidae, Milacidae, Testacel-

lidae and Veronicellidae. The Grey Field Slug,

along with other invasive alien species, is well

established in remnant grasslands across west-

ern Victoria (Holland et al. 2007; Nash et al.

2007). A central issue of grassland ecology is

the role herbivores play in the abundance of

plants species (Crawley 1997). Slugs can change

plant community composition (Frank 2003;

Hulme 1996) due to selective feeding (Edwards

and Crawley 1999) and differing plant toler-

ance (Frank and Bailey 1999). The invasion of

grasslands by exotic slugs is thought to reduce

native forb recruitment by selective herbivory

(Holland et al. 2007) and the lack of plant de-

fences makes native species more susceptible to

slug feeding (Daniell 1994). Australian alpine

plants are not adapted to slug grazing, which

will reduce seedling recruitment.

Invasive Alien Predators: European Wasp
European Wasp have some invasive potential

in the Australian Alps National Parks (Coyne

2001), and have been observed in NSW Alps

(Green pers. comm.). The European Wasp was

first recorded from Sydney in 1954, the first

nest was recorded from Tasmania in 1959 and
the first nest from Melbourne was recorded in

1977 (Collett et al. 2007). The spread and estab-

lishment of nests was quite rapid, even though

estimates of dispersal are low (730-815 m per

season) (Crosland 1991), suggesting some
dispersal is mediated by humans (New 1994).

European Wasp are thought to prey on native

invertebrate species, such as butterflies, but this

is only anecdotal (Yen 2011). Unknown preda-

tory effects of an invasive species on unknown
alpine invertebrate species highlight the knowl-

edge chasm confronting invertebrate conserva-

tion efforts.

Other Invasive Alien Invertebrates

Other invertebrates not yet recorded from the

Australian Alps have become established in

temperate grasslands, where they compete with

indigenous invertebrates. These species include:

Julidan Millipedes (Diplopoda: Julidae) includ-

ing the Portuguese Millipede Ommatoiulus
moreletii (Lucas); Snails; and Tramp Ant (Col-

lett et al. 2007).

Portuguese Millipede arrived in Australia 50
years ago, with Julidan populations continuing

to expand their range. Portuguese Millipede are

now an established invasive alien species, and
they have likely altered the turnover of detritus

by displacing native millipedes (Baker 1985).

Other invasive alien Julidans that could pose
a threat are Snake Millipede Ophyiulus pilosus

(Newport), which have recently been recorded
from Melbourne (2010) (Norton 2012). Exotic

Julidans are well established in many parts of
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the Tasmanian bush (Mesibov 2000), and may
threaten native flora as they are herbivorous

(Paoletti et al 2007). Of approximately 2000

species of native millipedes, most are thought

to be important detritivores in the Australian

landscape (Black 1997), including alpine eco-

systems. Given what is occurring in lowland

ecosystems, it is expected that Julidan Milli-

pedes have the potential to displace native al-

pine Polydesmids (Diplopoda: Polydesmida),

altering the composition and turnover of dead

plant material in grassland communities.

Despite ants (Formicidae: Hymenoptera)

not being recorded from other alpine regions

of the world (Green and Osborne 2012), their

presence in Australian alpine ecosystems leads

me to include an assessment of their invasive

potential. The most abundant Ant species in

the Australian Alps is Meat Ant Iridomyrmex

spp. (Green 2002; Nash et al 2013), which is

a strongly competitive genus within the domi-

nant Dolichoderinae functional group (Hoff-

mann and Andersen 2003). An example of

Meat Ant dominance is their interaction with

the invasive alien Argentine Ant Linepithema

humile (Mayr). Since being recorded from

Balwyn (Melbourne) in 1939, Argentine Ant

have spread widely (Collett et al. 2007). In Aus-

tralia mixed reports exist as to the extent of

the change Argentine Ant cause to native ant

communities (Clarke et al. 2008), but there is

evidence of major negative responses in Aus-

tralia (Heterick et al. 2000; Rowles and O’Dowd
2007; Walters 2006). For example, Rhytidopon-

era victoriae (Ponerinae) was displaced in peri-

urban environments by Argentine Ant (Rowles

and O’Dowd 2009). Argentine Ant have been

recorded from Melbourne and surrounding ar-

eas in recent studies (Chong et al. 2011, Norton

2012), but low abundances exist because na-

tive Ant communities including Meat Ant are

thought to outcompete them, except at one site

where a super colony was known to have es-

tablished (Norton 2012). Furthermore, in New
Zealand, Argentine Ant populations have been

shown to be in decline (Cooling et al. 2011).

Given the dominance in numbers of the Meat

Ant Iridomyrmex mjobergi Forel in the Victo-

rian Alps (Nash et al. 2013) I concluded the

threat of invasive alien ants to alpine ecosys-

tems is low compared to that of other invasive

species.

The invasion of herbivores (slugs), predators

(wasps) and pollinators (bees) into alpine eco-

systems should not be ignored, if these unique

environments are going to be conserved. Inva-

sive alien plant species that have moved up into

subalpine and alpine ecosystems (McDougall

et al. 2005) are receiving some attention from

management. Management should not consider

exotic invasions in terms of individual species,

but more as a community process comprising

populations that adapt synergistically to new
environments, aided by human disturbance

(Crosby 2004). Lowland grassland ecosystems

are irreparably changed, with only small rem-

nants that are so fragmented they may not be

conserved because they are unable to adapt or

compete with established exotic communities

(Hodgson et al. 2005). In the Australian Alps

native populations have been able to outcom-

pete alien exotic communities, but for how long

can these isolated alpine ecosystems continue

to do so? Continued vigilance is needed to track

invasive communities that threaten the conser-

vation of endangered indigenous species.

New records from the Victorian Alps expand

the known distributions of a number of sup-

posedly common invasive alien invertebrates.

By adding to historical records, naturalists can

help address the severe lack of distributional

information. Only then can species distribu-

tions models reliably inform management of

ecological processes that threaten unique Aus-

tralian ecosystems.
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Tribute

Dr Noel Schleiger

3 October 1926 - 14 April 2013

Noel Schleiger, a highly active member of

FNCV over the past 23 years, has died aged 86.

Noel was elected as a member of the FNCV on
29 November 1984. He was elected to Council

in 1990 and continued to serve the club as a

Council member until 2012. During that pe-

riod he took on a number of roles, including

being Programme Secretary 1990-1991; Ac-

tivities Coordinator 1991-1998; Vice President

1998-2003 and 2009-2012; and representative

of the Geology Special Interest Group (SIG)

2005-2012.

Over and above this contribution, Noel was
involved in the club in a number of ways. Be-

tween 1990 and 2007 he contributed 19 articles

(Contributions, Naturalist Notes, meeting re-

ports, and Book Reviews) to The Victorian Nat-

uralist. He was the author of Roadside geology

(1995), which was published jointly by FNCV
and the Geological Society of Australia (Vic-

torian Division). When a second attempt was
made to form an FNCV Day Group, in 1996,

Noel willingly took on its coordination, acting

as Secretary to the group for the short period of

its existence.

Noels primary interest in natural history was
geology and he was a central figure in the Geol-

ogy SIG over the period of his membership. In

the decade beginning 1999 he gave three talks,

led four excursions and wrote up eight geol-

ogy reports for the clubs newsletter Field Nats

News. His talks were always well prepared and
laden with his own brand of pun-ish humour.
Outside of the FNCV, Noel was a popular lec-

turer and excursion leader in geology for the

Nunawading U3A.
Noel was always willing and prepared to rep-

resent the FNCV, which he did on the Com-
mittee of SEANA from 1995 to 2012, and for a

period on the General Committee of the Aus-

tralian Natural History Medallion. From 2003

to 2012 he served also on the Committee of the

FNCV Environment Fund.

Noel Schleiger s greatest and longest-enduring

legacy for the FNCV will be the Field Nats News.
He was the founding Editor and continued

to edit the newsletter from Issue 1 in Novem-
ber 1990 to Issue 226, December 2012. As he
wrote (Schleiger 2005), ‘... the Field Nats News
began ... as a means of more quickly providing

information to members of the FNCV about
excursions, and other future events.’ Working
with his partner, the late Dorothy Mahler, colla-

tion of the 500-plus copies of the first few issues

was undertaken in their home, sometimes on
their own, sometimes with additional helpers.
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Papers by Noel Schleiger, published in The Victorian Naturalist.

1990 Report of talk by JM Bowler: ‘The new museum on the south bank’ 107 (4)

1991 Buttressed booyongs at Binna Burra, Mt Lamington plateau 108 (5)

1992 Excursion report: Linear park and urban forest 109 (6)

1993 Beach sand, periwinkles and green algae height variations at Point Lonsdale 1 10 (4)

1993 Lightning strike on Ironbark 1 10 (5)

1995 How to be a Field Naturalist - shell collecting 1 12 (2)

1996 Review of The You Yangs range 113 (2)

1998 Studies in the structure of Mount Buffalo granite 115 (5)

1 999 Tribute - Joan Harry 116 (1)

1999 FNCV Honorary Life Member - Jack Hyett 116 (5)

2000 Shell studies at Edward Point, South Bellarine Peninsula 117 (1)

2000 ‘Those Hitler birds’ 117(2)

2000 Review of Rock ofages: human use and natural history ofAustralian granites 117 (5)

2001 McCoy s contribution to graptolithography 118(6)

2001 Tribute - John Stewart 118 ( 1)

2002 Geomorphology of the Murray Basin 1 19 (3)

2005 A modern peat deposit at Rosebud 122 (5)

2005 Evolution of Field Nats News - a tribute to our volunteers 122 (6)

2007 An exercise in lichenometry at Point Lonsdale 124(1)

In October 2012 Noel was made an Honorary Life Member of FNCV, along with Dorothy, in rec-

ognition of their long and valuable service to the club. I thank Rob Hamson for providing details

regarding Noels role in the Geology Group.

Gary Presland
40 William Street

Box Hill, Victoria 3128
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Noel Schleiger (far left) with other members of the FNCV Geology Group excursion to Plenty Gorge in No-
vember 2004. Photo Bill Fenner.
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Some observations of Humped spiders (Uloboridae)

at Notting Hill, Victoria

Introduction

In October 2011, two small spiders built ad-

joining webs under the eaves and patio roof on
the south side of our house in the Melbourne
suburb of Notting Hill. By November 2012 the

web had become a large, rambling, bluish tint-

ed, messy-looking structure that measured ap-

proximately 1900 x 900 x 600 mm. Most people

would have swept it away right at the start, but

I decided to leave it alone and see what I could

find out about its occupants.

Characteristics of Humped spiders

The web was home to Humped spiders, which
belong to the family Uloboridae (Museum Vic-

toria pers. comm. 5 January 2012), and are also

known as ‘feather-legged spiders’ or ‘hackled

orbweavers’. Like other members of this fam-

ily, Humped spiders have no venom glands, but

immobilise their prey by wrapping it in spider

silk. They build somewhat asymmetrical, usu-

ally horizontal or sloping, semi-permanent
wheel webs, which often form a mass of tan-

gled silk shared by numerous individual spiders

(Simon-Brunet 1994). Unlike other spiders that

build wheel webs, Humped spiders do not re-

move the old web when they construct a new
one (Marples 1962). Therefore, when many
spiders keep making or repairing webs in one
location, the total size of the web keeps increas-

ing (pers. obs.). The texture of the silk is woolly,

and is termed ‘cribellate’ (Simon-Brunet 1994;

Main 1976). Several other spider families have

the organs for producing cribellate silk, but the

uloborids are the only ones that produce wheel

webs (Child 1968). In Australia, there are six

genera of uloborids, with 13 described species

(Simon-Brunet 1994). Marples (1962) states

that several species in the Uloboridae are social

in habits and live together in large numbers.

Humped spiders at Notting Hill

I don’t know which species was in the web. The
females were about 5 mm long, dark grey, with

the abdomen triangular in profile, while the

males were smaller and yellowish brown, with

a distinct white central stripe along the up-

per surface of the cephalothorax (Fig. 1). Both

sexes spent much of the time looking more like

debris than spiders (Figs. 2 and 3). Behaviour-

wise, they were somewhat similar to Philoponel-

la congregabilis as described in Clyne (1969, as

Uloborus congregabilis). However, according to

arachnologist Robert Whyte (pers. comm. 13

October 2012), determination to species may
be difficult as this is an understudied group;

also, he had not seen a white stripe on a male
uloborid before.

The two adult females that were present in

2011 each produced an egg case. In the first

week of January 2012 there were about 34

black spiderlings in the web. They seemed not

to move about much, and I didn’t see them
catch or eat any prey, although they must have

done so. Since nothing seemed to change as the

weeks passed, I made the mistake of not paying

attention.

Suddenly, one day early in September 2012,

I noticed that the young spiders had moulted
and were much bigger. There were also fewer

of them—about 20. By this time a number of

insects were becoming caught in the web. The
spiders bound some of them up in little white

parcels (Fig. 4), but appeared to ignore others

altogether (Fig. 5). I saw one spider juggling

two white parcels (Fig. 6). According to the

Wikipedia web site, some uloborid spiders use

up to 140 m of spider silk to bind up their prey!

The process can take 20 minutes or more (Mar-
ples 1962).

Mating behaviour

During September and October 2012 I saw
some male spiders in the web, and happened
to witness mating take place on 26 September
and 2 October. A male spider visited a female
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Fig. 1. Male Humped spider, showing white stripe on

cephalothorax.

Fig. 3. Male Humped spider looking like debris.

Fig. 4. Female Humped spider binding up prey.

many times. He started by vibrating the web.

If she answered’ by vibrating the web, they ap-

proached each other, coming together briefly. If

she ignored him, he didn’t advance towards her,

but waited a little while before trying again. The

female spider did not kill the male after mating.

Unfortunately I could not ascertain how much
time elapsed between mating and the building

of egg cases.
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Fig. 5. Fly in web, ignored by the spiders. Fig. 6. Female Humped spider with two parcels of

prey.

Egg cases

The egg cases of these spiders were light brown
and looked rather like a narrow dry Holly leaf

(Fig. 7). They were 12-16 mm long and 5 mm
across at the widest point. Fifteen egg cases

were constructed during the period from early

September to 14 November. Eight of these were

made between 29 September and 5 October,

when two were built every second day. The
spiders constructed their egg cases early in the

morning, possibly starting at first light. On 3

October, I saw two putting the finishing touch-

es to their cases at 6.30 am AEDT, and by 7 am
they had completed the task. On 5 October, I

checked the web at 4.30 am, while it was still

dark, and nothing was happening, but at 5.30

am when I checked again, two females were

making egg cases. One had finished by about 9

am, the other by 10 am.

Once an egg case was completed, the female

spider remained with it most of the time, up-

side down, departing only occasionally to cap-

ture prey. At one stage I saw two adult spiders

holding prey while with their egg cases, but I

don’t know whether or not they had left in or-

der to secure the prey. One spider seemed to

be absent from her egg case from 27 November
until she returned on 7 December. Most— ifnot

all—of the spiders left their egg cases from time

to time. On 28 November none of the spiders

was guarding the egg cases but most returned

the next day.

Incubation time

An egg case that was constructed on 1 Novem-
ber hatched 57 days later, on 28 December, so

I expected the egg case constructed on 14 Nov-

ember to hatch on 11 January, but this didn’t

happen. On 4 January the temperature soared

to 41°C and, based on my previous observa-

tions of newly hatched Black House spiderlings

dying in 40°C on 2 January 2012, I concluded

that the heat probably killed the spiderlings.

On 12 January, I opened the egg case, and
found 42 dead spiderlings and eight dried up
eggs. If it was the heat that killed them, they

Fig. 7. Female Humped spider with egg case.
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were hatching on 4 January, an incubation pe-

riod of 51 days, so it seems that the incubation

times can vary. Because of their positions in the

web, these were the only egg cases I could keep

track of. The other egg cases contained no un-

hatched eggs, just tiny white scraps of broken

eggshells’.

Number of spiderlings

The number of spiderlings emerging from

the egg cases varied considerably. The largest

number I observed was about 73 (Fig. 8) and

the smallest 16. Most egg cases produced at

least 50 spiderlings.

Maternal behaviour

I was able to observe some of the behaviour of

a mother spider and her 16 spiderlings, which

emerged on 2 November. After the spiderlings

left the egg case, the mother spider built a web
for them to venture into. The mother spider

and spiderlings appeared to communicate by

vibrating the web or by touching each other

with their feet.

The first prey item that I saw caught in this

web (on 4 November) was a cranefly. The spid-

erlings converged on it and sucked it dry, with

no obvious help from their mother, although

she remained close by (Fig. 9). The mother did

not bind this insect in spider silk. Later the same

day a fly was caught in the web and the mother

bound it only partially before the spiderlings fed

from it (Fig. 10). The next day the spiderlings

fed from another partially bound insect. On 14

November I watched a spiderling feeding from

a fully bound insect. After a while the mother

chased the spiderling away and took over the

prey for herself. Clyne (1969, p.34), referring

Fig. 8. Spiderlings newly emerged from egg case.

to U. congregabilis (now P. congregabilis), says

that the young spiders share the mother spider’s

meals ‘until they are old enough to make tiny

webs adjoining hers’.

During November, hundreds of spiderlings

were scattered throughout the web, so there

were times when a spiderling would encounter

an adult female that was not its mother. On one

occasion I saw an adult, which had not yet pro-

duced an egg case, send a spiderling away with

a kick from one of her feet.

Unusual behaviour

By 1 1 December, there were still two egg cases

that had not produced spiderlings, and as far

as I could tell only one adult spider remained.

On 22 December this adult was with her egg

Fig. 9. Spiderlings and Cranefly.

Fig. 10. Spiderlings with partially bound fly.
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case, which she had constructed on 1 Novem-
ber; however, on the morning of 23 December
an adult—presumably the same one—was with

the other egg case, which was about 200 mm
from her own. She stayed with this egg case

until 28 December, when about 50 spiderlings

emerged from her own abandoned egg case.

Alas, by this time she was in the clutches of

a Daddy Longlegs spider (Fig. 11), which fed

from her for at least 25 hours. I had hoped to

see if she would return to her own egg case once

the spiderlings appeared.

Other behaviour

Unless the web was touched, these spiders

showed no timidity when being observed by

humans. Generally, they seemed to be a bit

slow to act, except when capturing prey. They

were not aggressive. When one came in contact

with another’s egg case, the owner chased the

intruder away, but there was no rapid response

from either. After a few moments the intruder

dropped down on a strand of silk and remained

there for some time, as uloborids do when
alarmed (Main 1976).

A fly became caught in the web, but no spi-

der approached it. After struggling for a while

the fly escaped. There were a few insects in the

web that didn’t appear to have been taken by

the spiders— at least they hadn’t been wrapped

up (e.g. Fig. 5). An insect became caught in a

spiderlings web. The spiderling investigated it

but then turned away, presumably because the

Fig. 11 . Daddy Longlegs spider feeding from female

Humped spider.

insect was too big for it to tackle. The insect

struggled until it escaped.

To human eyes the spiders were very untidy,

not destroying old webs or getting rid of the

rubbish that accumulated in them, such as their

moulted exoskeletons, remains of prey, dead

leaves, thistledown and a large amount of dust.

Sometimes sections of the web were torn away

by the wind, making room for new webs to be

built. Three spiders built webs on the outside of

the old one, expanding the total size consider-

ably. Part of one web was attached to my idle

spider web sweeper!

Predators

Red Wattlebirds were active predators, taking a

total of five female spiders along with their egg

cases on 8 and 9 October. Spiders and egg cases

deep within the web were safe from bird attack,

probably because the birds didn’t want their

heads covered in spider silk.

Daddy Longlegs spiders, five of which lived

close to the Flumped spiders’ web, captured sev-

eral adults, as well as other types of spiders in-

cluding another Daddy Longlegs. They seemed

to be able to walk in the Humped spiders’ web,

though they were usually seen near the periph-

ery. They were capturing adult spiders as early

as—if not before—20 September.

Small black wasps appeared to prey on the

Humped spiders, and were seen buzzing

around the web on many occasions. Sometimes

they became entangled but as far as I know they

always escaped.

Because many of the female spiders were

killed by predators, large numbers of newly

hatched spiderlings were motherless. I could

not tell whether or not they coped, because

there were so many spiderlings in the web that

it wasn’t possible to keep track of them. They
started to disappear in the first week of Decem-
ber, their fate unknown.

Other spiders in the web
Two other spiders entered the web and made
themselves at home in it. Both were small and
thin-bodied. The black one (Fig. 12), which of-

ten rested in a stretched out’ position, looking

like a motionless black line, arrived on 28 De-
cember. The brown one with the pale underside

(Fig. 13) was first seen on 29 December. They
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Fig. 12. Black spider that came into the web.

Fig. 13. Brown and cream spider that came into the

web.

stayed until 19 January. The brown one caught

a fly (Fig. 14), but apart from that I didn’t see

either of them eat anything.

Moths on the wall behind the web
I was surprised that some moths spent the day-

time resting on the wall behind the web. I don’t

know how they managed to get in and out with-

out becoming entangled, but no doubt the web
offered them protection from predators.

The outcome
Of the fifteen egg cases, five were eaten, one

failed, and nine produced spiderlings. By the

end of December 2012 all the adult spiders had
disappeared (as had the Daddy Longlegs) and,

by the end of January 2013, only five spiderlings

remained out of about 400 that had emerged
from the egg cases. Life for Humped spiders is

very hazardous indeed!
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Big fat boletes at Rowville, Victoria

In 1987 we built our house in an area of natural

bushland in the Melbourne suburb of Rowville,

where three Eucalyptus spp. (Long-leaved Box
E. goniocalyx, Silver-leaved Stringybark E. ce-

phalocarpa and Peppermint Gum E. radiata)

were already well-grown (Fig. 1). It was not

until 2008 that fruit-bodies of a large bolete

Phlebopus marginatus began to appear on the

ground under one of the Long-leaved Box trees

(Fig. 2). This fungus has grown in the same area

most years since. I didn’t see it in 2012, but it

reappeared in the autumn of 2013, when it also

grew near the Silver-leaved Stringybark.

The fruit-bodies usually emerge during the

autumn and winter months, but sometimes

during spring as well. The cap is initially con-

Fig. 1. Our home in Rowville, with Long-leaved Box
(centre front) and Silver-leaved Stringybark (left).

vex, expanding to broadly convex or almost

plane, sometimes with the centre a little de-

pressed (Fig. 3). The colour is yellowish brown

or brown, sometimes with a greenish or olive

tinge. The surface is dry, felty or suede-like,

sometimes flecked with brown or greenish

brown fibrillose scales, and cracks or splits with

age (Figs. 4 and 5). The thick (up to 50 mm)
flesh of the pileus is a dingy whitish colour, dis-

colouring when exposed to the air (Fig. 5). The

pored underside is soft, yellow or orange-yel-

low, becoming brownish as the spores mature;

the tubes are up to 30 mm long. The stem is

very stout, swollen and bulbous, dingy yellow-

brown to olive brown, and darker toward the

base (Grgurinovic 1997). The stem is usually

Fig. 2. Fruit-body of Phlebophus marginatus at the
base of the Long-leaved Box.
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Fig. 3. Fruit-body with depressed centre.

Fig. 4. Cracks in top of fruit-body. Fig. 5. Split fruit-body showing discoloured flesh.

central, but sometimes eccentric (Fig. 6). The

spore print is yellowish brown (Fuhrer 2005).

The fruit-bodies last for several weeks, staying

in good condition for a while before cracking or

becoming deeply pitted (Fig. 7) and eventually

either collapsing into a liquid mess (Fig. 8) or

shrivelling into black lumps (Fig. 9) or forming

a black mess. A type of fly, Tapeigaster sp., lays

its eggs on the fruit-bodies, which provide food

for the maggots when they hatch (Fig. 10).

Phlebopus marginatus is found in Austral-

ia, New Zealand, Indonesia and Sri Lanka

(Grgurinovic 1997). It is probably Australia’s

largest terrestrial fungus, with some specimens

exceeding 600 mm in diameter - in fact fruit-

bodies up to 1 metre across have been reported.

(The most recent specimen to appear in my gar-

den measured a mere 300 x 260 mm). A weight

of29 kg was recorded for a specimen in western
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Fig. 6. Fruit-body with eccentric stem.
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Fig. 7. Deeply pitted fruit-body.

Victoria (Fuhrer 2005). In Australia this fungus

grows on the ground, either solitary or in small

groups, near eucalypts (Grgurinovic 1997).
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mess.
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Plants of the Victorian High Country: a field guide for walkers

by John Murphy and Bill Dowling

Publisher: CSIRO Publishing, Collingwood, Victoria 2012.152 pages, paperback,

114 colour photographs. ISBN 9780643104631. RRP $29.95.

This book was written with walkers of the Vic-

torian High Country in mind, and is presented

in simple terms that do not presume a previous

botanical knowledge. In the introductory pages,

the authors begin with a very brief segment ex-

plaining that plant identification is based on a

binomial (two name) system including a genus

and a species, and that plants are organised into

families. They indicate that common names
can cause confusion and cite the example that

the Victorian, South Australian and Tasmanian

blue gums are three different plant species. This

is a useful warning to people when discussing

plants; they should confirm they are speak-

ing about the same plant when using common
names. A common name may be given to more
than one plant, as in the example provided, but

one plant may have more than one common
name. Furthermore, a common name may sug-

gest an affinity that does not occur, e.g. the She-

oak, in the genus Allocasuarina , is not an oak,

which is in the genus Quercus.

It is pleasing to see that the authors have

made a point of including the most common
High Country plants as these are most likely

to be noted by a walker. Being able to place a

name to these plants will, hopefully, encour-

age a stronger desire to care for their survival

and engender a deeper interest in the world of

botany. On the whole, the photographs are of

good quality, although there is the occasional

slightly out of focus shot. The detail provided

generally is sufficient to aid identification, espe-

cially when coupled with the easily understood

plant descriptions. In each instance, the zone

or zones in which the species can be found is

stated and a brief description of the leaves and

flowers provided. Flowering times also are giv-

en. An explanation of the environmental zones

is provided in the pages prior to those contain-

ing the plant photographs and descriptions.

The photographs are arranged in sections

containing similar types of plants: herbs (other

than daisies), daisy herbs, low woody shrubs,

tall shrubs and trees (other than eucalypts) and
eucalypts. The reader is instructed to deter-

mine which of these groups their plant of inter-

est belongs to, go to the key for that group and
follow the key to determine which plant they

are likely to have and then compare it with the

photographs and descriptions. This is fine and
easily done; however, it would have been useful
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if page numbers were provided for these keys.

Anyone with an interest in the High Country is

recommended to buy this book. It is relatively

inexpensive and will allow you to easily iden-

tify these delightful plants and, once on a first

name basis with these common plants, you will

be amazed at how many more you will begin

to notice, adding even more enjoyment to your

travels of our magnificent High Country.

Maria Gibson
School of Life and Environmental Sciences,

Deakin University,

221 Burwood Highway,
Burwood, Victoria 3125

Birds of Prey of Australia: a field guide

by Stephen Debus

Publisher: CSIRO Publishing, Melbourne, 2 edn, 2012. 208 pages, paperback.

ISBN 9780643104365. RRP $39.95.

Over the past few decades we have seen a

steady supply of specialist bird books to an ever

increasing and appreciative audience. The orig-

inal edition of this book has been completely

revised and updated with new sections. This

book is one of many, and like others has both

good and not so good aspects. It remains for

the reader to consider these for a brief period

then delve into the meat of the subject much as

a raptor does into its prey.

Obviously produced for the avid enthusiast

lacking access to world literature obtainable

through specialist journals, the current book

summarises this information into readable

text without the scientific jargon, which might

otherwise leave readers floundering. Also the

author includes his own and colleagues obser-

vations in the work and it becomes a medium
for this extensive knowledge to be spread and

assimilated.

The book is in two parts preceded by a very

readable introductory section that captures

the essence of the study of those diurnal birds

known collectively as ‘birds of prey’ or ‘rap-

tors’. Subjects include information describing

what these are, behaviour and breeding, reha-

bilitating injured or sick birds, conservation

and taxonomy and range of the group. The first

major part is the field guide containing species

information. This includes information on age

plumages, sizes and finally well executed illus-

trations provided by the accomplished wildlife

artist Jeff Davies. Part 1 concludes with a sec-

tion titled ‘Difficult species-pairs’ illustrating

similarly plumaged birds which are often dif-

ficult to separate or identify in the wild. It also
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includes a large number of colour images of all

species indicating patterns and colours attrib-

utable to individual species which will surely

aid and assist observers.

Part 2 constitutes a handbook providing de-
tail about each species. Birds are separated into

nine subgroups, each having an introduction
followed by detailed information not included
within Part 1. Much has been previously pub-
lished, but the gems are new data incorporated
within this text. As in the introductory para-

graphs, information on characteristics, diet,

behaviour and threats and conservation are

presented, although now these comments are

directed to individual subgroups/species.

Birds ofPrey ofAustralia concludes with chap-
ters summarising its content and listing numer-
ous references. The 13 chapters cover aspects as

varied as conservation, human impacts, pests

and pollution. A glossary and literature list fol-

low, each well researched and presented. Over-
all the book supplies a welcoming market and is

a volume that every avid bird researcher (ama-
teur or professional) should have readily avail-

able. Information is easily gleaned; illustrations

cover all aspects of field identification and pro-
vide extremely useful information at home or
work—especially where injured birds are pre-

sented for rehabilitation. The price is compara-
ble to that of similar works on other subjects

and is not daunting. It is a worthy replacement
for the first edition.

Those are the good points. The not so good
aspects are (once again) the books size: unless

you have a backpack it is a difficult size to carry

if it really is intended to be a ‘field guide’. With-
in the pages there is repetition and the author

appears to have a long-held grievance against

windfarms. These modern engineering devel-

opments are dotting the landscape in areas also

occupied by birds ofprey. Simply, the two do not

mix but until proper studies are concluded it is

not worthy continuing to write on subjects that

have little basic study here in Australia. Firm
evidence should be obtained and published to

back up future comments. Page 58 has a sec-

tion ‘Unconfirmed vagrants’. I often see similar

sections in books and articles offering informa-
tion on what was or might be (I am guilty of
it myself). Surely these species can be ignored
until substantive confirmation is obtained, for

instance a standard similar to the international

convention that if an animal hasn’t been seen
for 50 years it is considered to be extinct. The
obvious erroneous record of Butastur teesa

could be removed; if another appears then by
all means reintroduce the original record.

NW Longmore
Bird Section, Museum Victoria

GPO Box 666
Melbourne 3001

Australian Lizards: A Natural History

by Steve K Wilson

Publisher: CSIRO Publishing, Collingwood, Victoria, 2012. 196 pages, paperback,
colour illustrations. ISBN 9780643106406. RRP $49.95

A childhood encounter with a lizard made an
indelible impression on Steve Wilson, as it has
done for many kids. That this quickly turned
into a passion, and thence into obsession, was
undoubtedly facilitated by the fact, demonstrat-
ed early in his latest book Australian Lizards: a
natural history, that lizards can be found almost
everywhere in this country, except in the most
urbanised southern cities.

Wilson is the author of several books, most no-
tably the national field guide A Complete Guide
to Reptiles ofAustralia, which is updated every
few years to keep up with the latest taxonomi-
cal changes. In effect, that book is the (neces-
sarily clinical) identification guide to Austral-
ian reptiles, whilst this latest book provides
the intriguing details that underpin the lives of
these animals. A superb photographer, Wilson’s
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prodigious photographic library is used to il-

lustrate all topics in this book.

Chapters explore the fundamentals of liz-

ard natural history: habitat, form and func-

tion, senses, thermoregulation, defence, diet,

body water management, reproduction, and

conservation. Wilson possesses that rare but

extremely valuable ability to translate
j
argon -

filled ‘hard’ science into enjoyable, digestible

information. This skill has been honed through

his long tenure as the information officer at the

Queensland Museum, where he demonstrably

keeps abreast of the latest research on Aus-

tralian reptiles. From correcting problematic

terminology (Wilson goes to some length to

explain why the term cold-blooded’ is a poor

way to define reptile thermoregulation, when

for much of the time reptile blood can be quite

warm, and at times warmer than the blood of

endotherms), to relating anecdotes about the

geckos that inhabit the walls of his own home,

Wilson is determined that others not only un-

derstand lizards, but that they appreciate their

charm, intriguing habits and ecological signifi-

cance.

One element of this book that particularly ap-

peals to me is the way it places Australian liz-

ards in a global context in terms of convergent

evolution—ecological and/or morphological

analogues for Australian reptiles from overseas.

An intriguing example of this is the pebble-

mimicking dragons; Wilson parallels with their

New Mexican equivalent the secretive Austral-

ian lizards that bear a remarkable resemblance

to the rocks in their habitats—camouflage so ef-

fective that often the only way the lizards betray

their presence is if they actually move! Despite

divergent phylogeographic histories, evolution

has arrived at the same endpoint on different

sides of the planet. I witnessed the same phe-

nomenon on a stony plain in Kazakhstan; the

little dragon Phrynocephalus versicolour was

invisible to my eye—just another stone in a

stony landscape—until I forced movement by

unknowingly almost stepping on one.
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STEVE K WILSON

The final chapter (The fate of Australian liz-

ards) is most dear to my heart. After being

engrossed in the natural history of Australia’s

lizard fauna throughout this book, it is fitting

to conclude with a sober consideration of the

threats facing so many species, and ponder

what might be needed to secure their future.

This book has few faults. Rare typographical

errors are hard to spot, and too minor to detract

from its overall quality. The extensive glossary

is useful, and a robust bibliography has refer-

ences for most of information provided in the

text. This is an attractive book that appeals as

much to the experienced herpetologist as to the

novice.

Nick Clemann
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research

Department of Sustainability and Environment

PO Box 137, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084
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Flora of the Otway Plain & Ranges

2. Daisies, Heaths, Peas, Saltbushes, Sundews, Wattles

and other shrubby and herbaceous Dicotyledons

by Enid Mayfield

Publisher: CSIRO Publishing, Collingwood, Victoria, 2006.

420 pages, paperback; colour illustrations. ISBN 9780643098060. RRP $59.95

This book completes the authors exhaustive

coverage of the diverse native flora of the Ot-

way Region. Like the first volume it is illustrat-

ed throughout with delicate colour drawings

and occasional diagrams to clarify small critical

floral parts. Apart from the two largest acacias,

trees are not included.

The arrangement of the main text in alpha-

betical order of plant families is logical and in-

formative, though there may be a few surprises

for those who have not kept up with recent

name changes. The author has worked closely

with botanists at the National Herbarium of

Victoria to ensure that the text is as up to date

as possible. Access to dried material and spe-

cialist literature has enabled the inclusion of

some elusive species. Above all, the author is no
armchair botanist: she has travelled widely in

the area and her understanding and dedication

to the environment is evident throughout the

book.

The opening pages include acknowledgements,

a foreword by Professor David Cantrill, (then

Chief Botanist at the National Herbarium), and

two important pages on how to use the book.

The section titled ‘Quick plant finder’ is use-

ful only if one knows either a common name
for the plant or its family or genus. This brings

me to the one small concern I have about the

book. Unless a register of common names can

be agreed on, published and kept up to date,

their use is better discouraged. Coining ofnew
common names is unnecessary, and can lead to

duplication and confusion. Common names
new to me occur throughout the book but I

could find no reference cited for their use.

On page 4 there is a discrepancy and error in

the listing of the botanical and common names
of Olearia argophylla and O. erubescens. This

J
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Enid Mayfield

is corrected in the main text and is probably a

proof-reading error of which the book is other-

wise remarkably free.

The sections of the book are not numbered as

chapters. Coloured page margins distinguish

the early ones from the white pages of the main
section beginning on page 36. For identification

of an unknown plant the two sections, ‘Char-

acteristics of Families’ and ‘Characteristics of

Dicotyledons’, are a good start, with clear small

drawings and notes about habit and habitat.

In the main section, families are listed in al-

phabetical order, the larger ones accompanied
by general notes and several illustrations. Each
genus has individual notes. Full species name
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and author are given, together with the mean-

ing of the Latin name or a biographical note if

named after a person. Descriptions are well ex-

pressed in simple botanical language. Distribu-

tion is given by Otway region, Australian States

other than Victoria, and overseas, if applicable.

The final pages, again with coloured margins,

include an excellent illustrated glossary, a long

list of literature references and a comprehensive

index.

The book is greatly enriched by the inclusion

of an interesting variety of notes and drawings

of associated small wildlife such as butterflies,

a sand snail and the Mistletoebird. Distinctive

pollination methods are described. Although

this is a scholarly work, it is expressed in con-

cise, simple language, and is a tribute to the au-

thors knowledge and concern for the preserva-

tion of her environment.

As a field guide for identification of species

the book works well, once one has taken a little

time to understand the layout. It is a delight to

read, if only for enjoyment of the illustrations

and appreciation of all the extra little snippets

of information scattered throughout.

Margaret Corrick
7 Glenluss Street

Balwyn, Victoria 3103

Snarls from the Tea-tree

Big Cat Folklore

by David Waldron and Simon Townsend

Publisher: Arcadia - Australian Scholarly Publishing, North Melbourne, 2012. 190 pages,

paperback. ISBN:978-l-921875-83-0. RRP $34.95

For many years there have been reports of

mysterious animals in the Australian bush.

These include mythical creatures such as the

bunyip and yarrie, but also supposedly extinct

marsupial carnivores—the Thylacine and the

Marsupial Lion. A third group of animals re-

ported from unusual prey kills, footprints and

sightings comprise panthers and other ‘big cats’.

Lobbying of politicians resulted in the some-

what surprising announcement by the newly

elected Coalition Government in Victoria to

honour an election pledge presumably to ru-

ral constituents, to order that a desk-top study

be undertaken to evaluate the evidence for big

cat presence in Victoria. Not surprisingly, the

report found there was no irrefutable evidence

in favour of panthers or the like in Victoria; of

course this is hardly unexpected—after all, how
do you prove a species is NOT present? The

report did, however, document sufficient unex-

plained observations to whet the appetite of big

cat proponents and cryptozoologists alike!

The book is interesting in that it does not come

out stridently in favour of one outcome or the

other. Instead, it is presented in two parts—the

first by David Waldron, a researcher from the

University of Ballarat who specialises in the in-

terconnection between history and anthropol-

ogy and who is interested in folklore and the

development of myths. In essence, Waldrons

chapters explore the historical context of big

cat sightings and provide plausible explanations

for the development of the myths that surround

this topic—and how they have been reported (or

misreported) in local media. The second compo-

nent is written by Simon Townsend and it essen-

tially documents the cases for big cat reports.

The book is very readable and contains some

interesting stories. The most famous might be

about the Tantanoola Tiger, which apparently

caused panic in south-east South Australia

through savage stock killings over four years

from 1892. Settlers blamed a tiger that had

perhaps escaped from a zoo, others an Assyr-
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ian wolf and others a Thylacine (local souvenir

shops still feature the Tantanoola animal as a

Thylacine). In the end a large, feral crossbreed

dog was shot and its stuffed carcass is on dis-

play at the local pub! Nonetheless, some kill-

ings supposedly continued but the authors

claim these perhaps were used to cover up

widespread stock stealing going on at the time.

Another case examined in some detail in the

book refers to the release in the Grampians of

a pet panther by US servicemen at the end of

World War II. It is somewhat a stretch of the

imagination to believe that this animal and its

progeny continued to kill animals over an in-

creasingly wide area for decades. Nonetheless,

there is proof that servicemen did indeed have

pet mascots for their regiments—a RAAF pi-

lot had a lion cub; a seaman a tiger cub aboard

HMAS Australia; an engineer a pet leopard;

and US Marines had a pet lion cub. At the end

ofthe war, apparently, many Australians return-

ing home brought with them an exotic collec-

tion of monkeys, bears, deer, dogs and a whole

menagerie! Indeed, one transport vessel was

‘boarded and searched by customs to find over

1650 animals on board including a deer and

bear cub’(page 58). So it is easy to understand

the potential for these animals to be dumped in

the bush rather than put down as demanded by

authorities.

So what is the conclusion from most big cat

kills reported? The authors do not rule out the

possibility ofsheep and kangaroo being attacked

by panthers, lions or other predators, but find

that most reports are explained by the presence

of large dogs. Thus ‘during the 1940s and early

1950s claims that the Victorian countryside was

home to a population of large cat-like predators

continued unabated despite the official consen-

sus in the mainstream media and government

that mysterious stock kills and sightings were,

in fact, wild dogs or dingoes. A pattern had

become firmly established in Australian cul-

ture of big cat panics occurring during times of

perceived wild dog/dingo epidemics and mass

stock losses with the panic being resolved with

the presentation of an oversized canine to the

media and government as the ‘true culprit and

source of the panic’ (page 66).

The book is not without its faults. It essentially

reads as two small books bound together un-

der the one cover. It is in need of a thorough

editing to correct grammatical mistakes, bad
spelling (130 angels instead of anglers brought

a smile) and omission of punctuation that leads

to ambiguity. However, as one of the few com-
prehensive documentations of big cat evidence

in Australia and presentations of interesting

anecdotes throughout, it would make a most
enjoyable read for naturalists and those inter-

ested in the folklore surrounding the Australian

bush.

Rob Wallis
Horsham Campus Research Precinct

University of Ballarat

Horsham, Victoria 3402
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